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Executive Summary
1.

This document sets out the Cycling Strategy for South West Hertfordshire,
including the urban areas of Watford, Bushey, Rickmansworth, Chorleywood, Kings
Langley/Abbots Langley and South Oxhey.

2.

The South West Herts area has become increasingly prosperous over the past ten
years with Watford becoming a major attractor for retail and leisure journeys.
Watford town centre has been identified as a Key Centre for Development and
Change within the London Arc (from Watford and Hemel Hempstead in the west,
stretching to Chelmsford in the east) but levels of congestion are increasingly
threatening future growth in the South West Herts area as well as significantly
impacting on the quality of life of the area.

3.

Cycling has been identified as a key contributor to both improving quality of life
and levels of health whilst also reducing levels of congestion through encouraging
more people to cycle shorter journeys. The Department for Transport estimates
that if all the commuters in England with a journey of fewer than five miles
travelled by bike rather than car or bus, they would save a collective 44,000
tonnes of CO2 in one week 1 .
This document

4.

This South West Herts Cycling Strategy sits below the Hertfordshire County Council
Active Travel Strategy, developed as part of the Third Local Transport Plan. The
need for a South West Hertfordshire Cycling Strategy was identified within the
South West Hertfordshire Plan (2008). The forward vision set out in the South West
Herts Plan is for “a sustainable, innovative transport system that seeks to make
travel within South West Herts area easier through the full utilisation of different
transport modes and the better management of the existing network.” Cycling
plays an important role in achieving this vision. In particular, increasing levels of
cycling will contribute to:
I

Reduce levels of congestion, especially localised congestion related to shorter
journeys;

I

Improving levels of health and tackling obesity, particularly within children;
and

I

Helping to reduce levels of carbon emissions and improving quality of life.

5.

This Strategy will also contribute towards achieving the aims of the Hertfordshire
Third Local Transport Plan. In particular, increasing levels of cycling will help to
support sustainable travel to reduce growth in car traffic, contribute towards
improved health and quality of life for residents and improve access for all to
everyday facilities.

6.

As part of this Strategy, cycle schemes have been developed which contribute to
the objectives outlined above and also identify opportunities to improve cyclist

1
The
equivalent
emissions
produced
by
heating
nearly
http://www.dft.gov.uk/cyclingengland/encouraging-cycling/benefits-of-cycling/

17,000

houses.

Source
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safety where feasible. Some of the potential schemes address the Hazardous Sites
identified within the Countywide Hazardous Sites Report. The Hazardous Sites
report provides an identification of sites which meet specific criteria in terms of
the number, type and severity of the collisions recorded. Where a site meets the
criteria, schemes which contribute to improving safety at the site would be
eligible for funding as part of the Local Transport Plan programme 2 .
7.

These schemes also take into account the recommendations of previous studies
including the West Watford Transport Plan, the Watford Cycle Strategy and the
Oxhey Transport Plan.

8.

Scheme prioritisation has been undertaken using the Hertfordshire County Council
cycle ranking list. This ranking process takes into account the following factors:

9.

I

detractors to cycling such as hilliness and the speed limit of each route;

I

potential trip generators/attractors;

I

proximity to potential users including the number of residential properties per
square kilometre within 400m of the proposed scheme; and

I

if the scheme provides a missing link in the existing cycle network.

On the basis of the outcomes of the scheme ranking, ten schemes have been
examined in further detail and recommendations made on how these could be
taken forwards.
How does this Plan fit with wider initiatives?

10.

The potential schemes identified within this Plan will be delivered in coordination
with smarter choices and cycle training initiatives that are currently in place
across the County. TravelSmart and travel planning initiatives are currently being
undertaken in the South West Herts area in parallel to this study to promote
cycling and offer households information about cycling options. The project
resulted in a 36% increase in cycling trips and a 14% increase in trips made by foot.
Whilst the initial TravelSmart project has been completed, work is ongoing to
sustain the results 3 . Improvements to the cycle network will help to ensure that
more people choose to cycle as a result of the information they have received
through the TravelSmart and other travel planning initiatives.

11.

Cycle training and road safety awareness are promoted in schools throughout the
South West Herts area. These initiatives will help to increase cyclists awareness of
other road users and will also help to ensure that cyclists are more confident in
using the on road facilities provided.
Next Steps

12.

The schemes recommended as part of this Plan will be taken forwards as part of
the Countywide cycle investment programme. Each scheme will require further
design feasibility and consideration in line with other Countywide initiatives for
example road safety improvements. The schemes will be taken forwards in
partnership with the three district Councils and other stakeholders where
appropriate.

2
Highways and Transport Programme Entry – Programme Criteria – Volume II, Hertfordshire County Council (2009)
page 5
3

ii

http://www.hertsdirect.org/envroads/roadstrans/transplan/travelsmart/
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13.

The schemes identified within this strategy will be considered as part of the
Countywide cycle improvement programme of schemes that contribute to the
Hertfordshire County Council cycling targets. Some of the schemes may be suitable
for delivery through other funding opportunities including the Local Sustainable
Transport Fund, developer contributions or other Countywide funding streams
including Safer Routes to Schools.

iii
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Introduction
Background

1.1

This study further develops areas identified within the South West Hertfordshire
Transportation Strategy (1996) for cycle network improvements.

1.2

This report sets out the development of schemes as part of the South West Herts
Cycle study and identifies the priority schemes to be taken forwards as part of the
County-wide ranking programme for cycle investment.

1.3

The key aims of this study are as follows:

1.4

I

To provide a picture of existing cycle infrastructure and facilities;

I

Identify any gaps in existing provision;

I

Provide Bikeability level assessment of existing cycle network;

I

Develop network improvements to address identified gaps;

I

Investigate safety improvements in locations where safety concerns have been
identified (for example as part of the Hazardous Sites identification process);
and

I

Produce Bikeability and proposed scheme maps based on the findings of this
study.

It is intended that this study will also form the cycle schemes as part of the
forthcoming South West Herts Urban Transport Plan.

Consultation
1.5

During this study, stakeholder consultation has played an important role in
ensuring that the schemes developed tackle the most important local cycling
issues.

1.6

Consultation meetings took place on the 20th -21st July 2010 and 7th February 2011
with Local Officers representing Three Rivers, Watford, Hertsmere, Hertfordshire
County Council and Hertfordshire Highways. Feedback from stakeholders has
informed the development and prioritisation of schemes within this study.

1.7

A six week public consultation took place from 8th June to the 22nd of July 2012.
With an online questionnaire and reports presented to the Three Rivers, Watford
and Hertsmere Highways Joint Member Panels in July 2012.

Structure of this report
1.8

The structure of this report is as follows:
I

Chapter two outlines the Policy Context for the Study;

I

Chapter three presents examples of best practice;

I

Chapter four presents the method used for undertaking the cycle audits;

5
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I

Chapter five presents the identification of schemes;

I

Chapter six identifies cycle parking improvements;

I

Chapter seven presents the scheme priorities; and

I

Chapter eight presents the recommendations and implementation plan.
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2

Policy Context
Introduction

2.1

The national context for this study is set out within the Department for Transport’s
key objectives. These are: to support national economic competitiveness and
growth, to reduce transport’s emissions of carbon dioxide, to contribute to better
safety, security and health, to promote greater equality of opportunity for all
citizens and to improve quality of life for transport users and non-transport users.
Encouraging more people to cycle, more often will help contribute to these
objectives.

2.2

The health benefits of cycling can also contribute towards national objectives of
improving activity rates and reducing the incidence of serious illness. Research
conducted by Cycling England 4 found that people who cycle to work experienced a
39% lower rate of all-cause mortality than those who did not 5 . In addition to
improving physical health, cycling has a positive effect on emotional health –
improving levels of well-being, self-confidence and stress, whilst reducing
tiredness, difficulties with sleep and a range of other medical symptoms.

This study
2.3

2.4

The area covered by this study includes Watford, Rickmansworth, Bushey,
Chorleywood and South Oxhey. These areas of South West Herts have been the
subject of several previous transport strategies. This chapter provides a summary
of the relevant strategies, namely;
I

South West Hertfordshire Transport Plan;

I

Oxhey Transport Plan;

I

West Watford Transport Plan;

I

Watford Town Centre Report; and

I

Watford Cycle Strategy.

I

Hertsmere Greenways Strategy

Hertfordshire County Council has also Local Transport Plan with daughter
documents to support cycling which are discussed within this chapter.

4

Cycling England was an independent, expert body, working to get more people cycling, more safely, more often.
Cycling England was established by the Department for Transport in 2005.
5

Cycling and Health – what’s the evidence?, Nick Cavill and Dr Adrian Davies for Cycling England (2007)

7
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Current Policies
Hertfordshire’s Draft Active Travel Strategy
2.5

Hertfordshire’s Active Travel Strategy sets out how the County Council and its
partners will identify, deliver and promote interventions to increase the numbers
of people participating in walking and cycling in Hertfordshire.

2.6

The publication of this draft strategy is timed to maximise the Active Travel
opportunities provided by the County Council taking on responsibilities for Public
Health in April 2013, and exploit the current high profile of active modes,
particularly cycling, following the success of Great British athletes at the 2012
London Olympics.

2.7

The Strategy is a daughter document of Hertfordshire’s Local Transport Plan
(LTP3), merging the existing Walking Strategy (2011) and the Cycling Strategy
(2007) to provide a joined-up approach to ensuring active travel modes are
planned together to maximise their impact on reducing congestion, improving
health and reducing pollutant emissions.

2.8

The strategy sets out the local and national cross-cutting policies that affect
cycling and Walking and the objectives of investment across the County but does
not discuss specific routes for improvement which is where this document provides
the detail for South West Herts.

2.9

The Strategy also highlights that although Hertfordshire is an affluent county,
there are pockets of deprivation where cycling and walking could make a
difference to those not owning a vehicle.

2.10

The South West Hertfordshire Cycling Study was developed using the criteria from
the Hertfordshire’s 2007 Cycling Strategy below that the Active Travel Strategy
supersedes, however, continues to support the same objectives of achieving an
increased level of cycling in the county. Key parts of the cycling strategy relevant
to the development of this document are:

8

I

Creating and improving cycle networks in all the main Hertfordshire towns,
especially in the higher density urban cores;

I

Prioritising action in those towns with high levels of self-containment, flat
terrain, existing higher levels of cycling and higher levels of no-car or one-car
households;

I

Ensuring that all railway stations in towns; particularly those associated with
high levels of commuting or limited car parking, have convenient cycle access
arrangements, high quality, covered and secure cycle parking and links to local
cycle networks;

I

Ensuring that large workplaces (particularly those in towns), higher education
establishments and schools have workplace travel plans that promote cycling,
offer adult cycle training programmes, provide secure cycle parking and are
linked to the cycle network;

Summary Report
I

2.11

Developing a network of inter-community routes that encourage cycling as a
recreational and health improving activity as well as creating opportunities for
those willing to undertake longer utility trips.

The targets related to cycling set out within the Third Local Transport Plan (LTP3)
are set out in Table 2.1.
TABLE 2.1

2.12

HERTFORDSHIRE LTP3 CYCLING TARGETS 6

Challenge

Indicator

Behaviour change and awareness of walking,
cycling and public transport

% of all journeys by cycling under 5 miles in
length

Improving health by encouraging physical activity

Mode share of sustainable school journeys (aged
5-16 years)

The objectives identified above provide the basis for this cycle strategy. The
interventions developed within this strategy will contribute towards the cycle
targets identified in the third LTP – particularly encouraging more people to make
shorter journeys by bike.
South West Hertfordshire Transport Plan (2008)

2.13

The South West Hertfordshire Transport Plan contains a number of
schemes/proposals to meet the LTP2 target of ‘increasing Cycling Trips’. The
document contains a forward vision that outlines a strategy that fully utilises
different transportation modes and focuses on developing a sustainable and
innovative transport system.

2.14

It also suggests that a more holistic approach is needed, to collectively deliver
against the strategy. Several committed schemes are identified to increase cycle
trips:

2.15

6

I

Ovaltine Safety and traffic management Scheme, Abbotts Langley;

I

Brookdene Ave Traffic Calming, Oxhey;

I

A41 Crossing (NCR 6/61);

I

Town Hall Cycle Link (Cassiobury Park to High Street);

I

Cowarch Cycle Link, Oxhey;

I

St Clements Danes School Cycling Facility, Chorleywood;

I

Parmiters Cycle Path, Garston; and

I

Aldenham Road Cycle Route.

All of the above schemes have already been implemented and are therefore not
considered as part of this study.

Hertfordshire’s Draft LTP3, HCC (2010) pg 101
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Oxhey Transport Plan (2001) & Hertmere Greenways Strategy (2003)
2.16

A cycling strategy is included within the Oxhey Transport Plan, with an aim to
develop a comprehensive cycling network. The plan states that dedicated cycling
facilities are close to non-existent in Oxhey.

2.17

The strategy outlines a cycle network for Oxhey covering Brookdene Avenue,
Green Lane, Watford Heath, Riverside Road and Oxhey Park.

2.18

Possible physical interventions identified include traffic reduction, traffic calming,
junction treatment and traffic management, reallocation of road space and
developing new cycle lanes and tracks.

2.19

Since the Oxhey Transport Plan was developed, considerable investment in cycling
has taken place in Oxhey and as a result, this study identifies a limited number of
cycle improvements in the Oxhey area.

2.20

The 2003 Watling Chase Greenways Strategy aims to:
(1) to facilitate shared use of off-road routes, ‘quiet roads/lanes’ and busier
roads, where appropriate, by non-motorised traffic

(2) create a continuous ‘connected’ network
(3) improve access to a variety of destinations including work, school, leisure

facilities
(4) shops, bus stops, train stations
(5) provide routes that fulfill more than one journey purpose
(6) connect towns with the countryside and vice versa
(7) enable people to start their trip from home or to provide links with

passenger (formerly public) transport
(8) make links to networks beyond Hertsmere and Watling Chase Community
Forest e.g. the National Cycle and Bridleroute Networks.

2.21

The document is currently under review, however, there is a network identified
for the whole of Hertsmere and this document aims to support the development
facilities for cyclists in the Greenways Strategy.
West Watford Transport Plan (1999)

2.22

The West Watford Transport Plan sets out a multi-modal strategy for the West
Watford area. Currently there are two cycle routes in the West Watford area
included in this plan:
I

The Ebury Way - This multi-use traffic free path forms part of the National
Cycle Network (Route No 6-St Albans to Slough). It takes the route of the old
Rickmansworth to Watford railway line along the east of the River Colne and
links to Wiggenhall Road and Eastbury Road. Linking to this route are:
 The Ebury Way spur, from Ascot Road to a point immediately south of
Tolpits Lane; and
 Links to Cardiff Road and Jellicoe Road.

I

10

The Westfield Way - This route comprises a part segregated off-road path and
part advisory route linking Ascot Road to The Ebury Way at Jellicoe Road. The
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route passes Westfield School, the first school in South West Hertfordshire to be
directly served by the National Cycle Network.
2.23

2.24

2.25

The West Watford Transport plan sets out two cycling strategies for the future:
I

Strategy one – To develop a cycle network in West Watford that connects with
adjoining existing and planned routes outside of the area and introduce good
facilities for cyclists at trip generators.

I

Strategy two – To implement measures to give greater safety and priority for
cycles in relation to motorised vehicles.

In order to deliver these two strategies, several key schemes are outlined within
the plan. These are as follows:
I

Ebury Way Extension;

I

West Watford Cycle Links (phase 1);

I

West Watford Cycle Links (phase 2);

I

Addiscombe Road/Fearnley Street one way street proposals;

I

Hagden Lane/Rickmansworth Road Junction;

I

Vicarage Road to Jellicoe Way;

I

Vicarage Road Links;

I

Tolpits Lane;

I

Hagden Lane; and

I

Increased cycle parking at key sites/destinations.

The schemes in bold type have already implemented: some of the remaining
schemes are considered as part of this report.
Watford Town Centre Report (2005)

2.26

The Watford Town Centre Report is very light on cycling interventions; any
mention of cycling is usually encapsulated with other modes such as bus or
walking.

2.27

One of the main points of the report is to increase accessibility to sustainable
modes of transport, including cycling, although nothing precise is mentioned in
terms of cycling. Beechen Grove is specifically identified as a heavily trafficked
area with little cycle provision.
Watford Cycling Strategy (2003)

2.28

The vision of the Watford Cycling Strategy is “to maintain and encourage cycling as
an attractive and practical alternative to the private car and as an enjoyable,
safe and healthy activity”.

2.29

Although the strategy does not contain any specific interventions, or detail, it does
provide a map of existing cycle provision and proposed cycle provision which has
informed the development of cycle schemes within this report.

11
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2.30

A timescale of potential interventions and development of a network is also set
out; the proposals for post 2008 are identified below.
I

By 2012







I

2.31

Safer routes to 80% of secondary schools.
Provision of finer network of urban utility routes.
Construction of inter-settlement routes.
Construction of other inter-settlement routes.
Upgrading of utility networks due to increased usage.
Network improvements made possible by on-road demand restraint of motor
traffic

By 2019
I

Further development of leisure/tourism facilities.

I

Safer routes to 100% of secondary schools.

I

Upgrading of utility networks to accommodate increased levels of usage.

I

Cycle network improvements made possible by on road demand restraint of
motor traffic.

The Cycling Strategy also sets out a number of priority schemes for investment,
which are set out in Table 2.2. The schemes in bold type have already been
delivered. Table 2.3 summarises the remaining schemes which have been
considered as part of this study.
TABLE 2.2

CYCLE SCHEME PRIORITIES – WATFORD CYCLING STRATEGY

Priority 1

Priority 2

Priority 3

Priority 4

Priority 5

Horseshoe Lane
(partially
delivered)

Leavesden High
Route to Bedmond
Links

Woodside Cycle
Routes

Cassiobury Park
Cycle Routes

Whippendall Woods
Cycle Route

A41 Cycle Route

North Orbital Cycle
Route

Girls Grammar
Links

Grand Union Canal

Cassiobury Park Cycle
Route

North Watford
Cycle Links

Kingswood Cycle
Links

Orphanage Road
Cycle Link

A41 Cycle Route

Radlett Road Cycle
Links

North Watford
Cycle Links

Green Zone Cycle
Links (Harlequin
link)

Callowland Cycle
Link

Lower High Street
Link

Bradshaw Road
Cycle Link

Water Lane Cycle

Hempstead Road

12
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Priority 1

Priority 2

Link

Cycle Link

Priority 3

Priority 4

Priority 5

Oxhey Park Cycle
Route High Street
Link

Other relevant documents
Watford Ring Road – Feasibility Design Report, Hertfordshire County Council
(2009)
2.32

The Watford Ring Road report examines options for converting the ring road to
two-way operation. The report updates the design previously developed by MVA as
part of the Watford Town Centre Study in 2005.

2.33

The updated proposals suggest that the current cycle infrastructure should be
maintained in any redevelopment, which includes a cycle lane for some of the
route within the ring road. Further suggestions include adding advance stop lines
(ASLs) to all signalised junctions on the route.

2.34

The main focus of the ring road proposals is to ease traffic flow. Some cycle
proposals are included in the report, including proposals to review cycle facilities
at the lower end of the High Street. This report takes account of the
recommended improvements to the ring road and ensures that cycle permeability
across the ring road is improved.

2.35

Table 2.3 summarises the schemes recommended within the documents reviewed
in this Chapter, their current status and whether they have been considered as
part of the list of schemes outlined in Chapter 4.
TABLE 2.3

SCHEMES RECOMMENDED IN PREVIOUS STRATEGIES

Scheme

Document

Current Status

Included in this
study

Ovaltine safety and traffic
management scheme

South West Herts
Transport Plan

Delivered

Not included as
already delivered

Brookdene Avenue traffic calming

South West Herts
Transport Plan

Delivered

Not included as
already delivered

Watford Town Hall Cycle Link

South West Herts
Transport Plan

Phase 1 delivered,
Phase 2 delivery in
progress.

Not included as
delivery in progress

Cowarch Cycle Link, Oxhey

South West Herts
Transport Plan

Phases 1 and 2
delivered

Not included as
already delivered

St Clement Dane’s School cycle
facility

South West Herts
Transport Plan

Delivered

Not included as
already delivered

Parmiters cycle path, Garston

South West Herts

Delivered

Not included as

13
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Scheme

Document

Current Status

Transport Plan

Included in this
study
already delivered

Aldenham Road Cycle Route

South West Herts
Transport Plan

Delivery in
progress.

Junction with Chalk
Hill is included in
study

Ebury Way extension

West Watford
Transport Plan

Delivered

Links to Ebury Way
included in study

West Watford cycle links (phases 1
and 2)

West Watford
Transport Plan

Delivered

The Hornets Gyratory
and Rickmansworth
Rd included in study
(Schemes W3 and
TR7)

Addiscombe Road/Fearnley Street
one way street proposals

West Watford
Transport Plan

Delivered

Not included as
already delivered

Hagden Lane/Rickmansworth Road
junction

West Watford
Transport Plan

Not delivered

Rickmansworth Rd
included in study
(Scheme TR7)

Vicarage Road to Jellicoe Way shared
off road cycle path

West Watford
Transport Plan

Not delivered

Alternative on road
routes proposed via
Hagden Lane and
Vicarage Road.

Vicarage road links to Watford
General Hospital and Cardiff Road
regeneration site

West Watford
Transport Plan

Not delivered

3 Scheme W11a

Tolpits Lane cycle safety
improvements

West Watford
Transport Plan

Not delivered

3 Scheme W11c

Hagden Lane cycle safety
improvements

West Watford
Transport Plan

Not delivered

3 Scheme W11c

Horseshoe Lane

Watford Cycle
Strategy

Partly delivered

3 Scheme W22

A41 cycle route - Munden Drive to
A41 junction with Colne Way

Watford Cycle
Strategy

Not delivered

3 Schemes W2b,

North Watford cycle links - St Albans
Road to Eastfield Avenue

Watford Cycle
Strategy

Not delivered

Alternative routes
proposed to improve
St Albans Road for
cyclists

Orphanage Road cycle links

Watford Cycle
Strategy

Not delivered

Alternative routes
from Watford
Junction Station to
town centre included

Hornets Gyratory, Cassio Rd and
Rickmansworth Rd, Whippendell Rd,
Harwood Rd

14
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Scheme

Document

Current Status

Included in this
study
in study

Radlett Road cycle links

Watford Cycle
Strategy

Delivered

Not included as
already delivered

Green Zone cycle links

Watford Cycle
Strategy

Delivered

Not included as
already delivered

Lower High Street link

Watford Cycle
Strategy

Not delivered

3 Scheme W8

Water Lane cycle link

Watford Cycle
Strategy

Not delivered

3 Scheme H1

Market Street

Watford Cycle
Strategy

Not delivered

3 Scheme W28

Oxhey Park cycle route – High Street
link

Watford Cycle
Strategy

Delivery in
progress

Oxhey Park Bridge
scheme delivered and
scheme identified in
study for Lower High
Street.
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3

Best Practice
Schemes already delivered in Hertfordshire
A412 Watford Road - on road cycle lanes

3.1

Hertfordshire County Council has installed on road cycle lanes along sections of the
A412. The A412 has been identified as a location where many collisions involving
cyclists occur. Vehicle speeds on this section of the A412 between Croxley Green
and Watford Junction station are high and cyclist safety is therefore a key
concern. Coloured surface treatments have been used to clearly delineate the
cycle provision from the rest of the roadway and roadspace has been reallocated in
order to provide a dedicated cycle lane which will help to improve cyclist safety
on this busy road.

Above – A412 on road cycle lanes
A41 Crossing to link with NCN Routes 6/61
3.2

A toucan crossing was recently installed on the A41 to provide a link for cyclists
and pedestrians from the Meriden Estate towards central Watford. This crossing is
also on NCN routes 6/61 and will help to provide improved cycle access to Watford
town centre.

Above – A41 Toucan crossing

16
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Best practice examples from London, Chester and Cambridge
Contra-flow cycle lane - Torrington Place and Cable Street, London
3.3

Transport for London has pioneered the implementation of contraflow cycle lanes
in England. The images below show use of contraflow lanes on Torrington Place
where road space has been reallocated to provide a dedicated cycle facility. In
some areas of heavy traffic the cycle lane is physically segregated from general
traffic through the use of a raised kerb line. On Cable Street, the contraflow lane
crosses side roads and the scheme design enables a continuous cycle lane to be
provided. The implementation of these contraflow lanes has been accompanied by
urban realm improvements and coloured surface treatments to clearly delineate
the cycle provision from the rest of the roadway.

Above - Torrington Place contraflow cycle lane Below – Cable Street contraflow lane

Quiet route links – Mickle Trafford Millennium Greenway, Cheshire
3.4

The Mickle Trafford Greenway provides a traffic free route between Mickle
Trafford and Guilden Sutton and Chester City Centre. The route follows a disused
rail line and also links with the Shropshire Union Canal towpath and the Deva Link
Road. The Greenway was funded by Cheshire West and Chester Council, Cycling
England and Sustrans and has been delivered as part of Chester’s Cycle Town
programme of infrastructure investment.
Below - Millennium Greenway access points and sculptures 7

7

Information from Cheshire West and Chester Council – pictures from Chester Cycle Campaign
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Provision of cycle facilities along busy corridor - Gilbert Road cycle link,
Cambridge 8
3.5

Gilbert Road provides a key link from villages such as Histon, Impington and
Cottenham into Cambridge and is currently used by 900 cyclists per day.
Cambridgeshire County Council are currently in the process of implementing a
scheme which involves removing parking from the road and introducing double
yellow lines along the length of the road to prevent parking on the existing cycle
lanes. The existing cycle lanes will also be widened from 1.3m to 1.7m.

3.6

There are four schools located on the Gilbert Road route and a 1,500 home new
development is planned to the west of the route. There is considerable potential
for increasing the number of cycle trips in this area of Cambridge; however,
concerns about the risk of accidents prevent many people from using the existing
cycle lanes. Of the ten reported accidents on Gilbert Road within the past five
years, six of which involved cyclists.

3.7

A range of options were considered for Gilbert Road and extensive public
consultation also took place. Whilst the majority of residents were in favour of the
proposed improvements, there was come opposition due to the proposed loss of
parking spaces.

3.8

The scheme is currently under construction, with completion due by January 2011.

Assessing the benefits of cycle schemes
3.9

It is possible now to derive cost benefit analysis (CBA) for nearly all cycle schemes
using webTAG. In most cases the costs of cycle schemes are relatively easy to
calculate although if there are external dependencies such as other linked
schemes or land purchase estimating the costs is less exact.

3.10

Calculating benefits is a little more difficult in practical terms. The two most
important inputs are having accurate measurements of the numbers of existing
cyclists and estimating the amount of new users. The CBA tools are very sensitive

8
Cambridgeshire County Council – Minutes of Cabinet Meeting 15/06/10
http://www2.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/db/council2.nsf/c3cf865e3cc1131380256a6b0037e439/a2589d5c4080f62e8025
773800486a3f?OpenDocument

‘Bespoke Solutions to keep the pedals turning’ – Local Transport Works article in LTT (9th September 2010)
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to the number of new users in general terms an investment of £100,000 requires
only 11 new users over the lifetime of the scheme to give a CBA of 1 (See Table
3.1).
TABLE 3.1
THE NUMBER OF NEW CYCLISTS NEEDED TO ACHIEVE A COST
BENEFIT RATIO OF 1 9
Urban

Rural

Average

Scheme Cost
On-Road

Off-Road

On-Road

Off-Road

£10,000

1

1

1

1

1

£25,000

3

3

3

3

3

£100,000

11

10

12

11

11

£250,000

27

25

30

28

27

£500,000

54

50

60

56

55

£750,000

80

75

90

83

82

£1,000,000

109

100

120

111

109

3.11

Cycling England research shows that the following general cost benefit ratios
apply 10 :
I

Links to School BCR = 2.2

I

LCN+ (London cycle network – not cycle superhighways) BCR = 3.94

I

Bikeability training BCR = 7.44

3.12

After 3 years of work the first 6 cycle demonstration towns (2005 – 2008) showed
that cycling had gone up on average by 27% 11 . In general, research into Bikeability
training shows that 16% of children and 20% of adults go on to cycle five or more
times a week 12 . In Hertfordshire those schools with a history of cycle training
appear to increase cycling to school by about 50% 13 .

3.13

The TravelSmart project and similar initiatives such as the Sustainable Travel
Towns and Cycle Towns projects have provided considerable data on the travel
behaviour change impacts of investment in cycling and walking facilities and
provision of softer measures such as training and information. Results from the
Cycle Towns indicate that for every £1 spent in the Cycling Demonstration Towns,

9

Cycling England data taken from York Committee Report on Cycling (2009)

10

Valuing the benefits of cycling – SWQ Research for Cycling England (2007)

11

Analysis and synthesis of evidence on the effects of investment in six Cycling Demonstration Towns – Cycling
England (2009)
12

Lambeth Cycle training research 2008, and other soon to be published data

13

Initial unpublished analysis of PLASC data and Bikeability data.
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the health benefits of increases in cycling (through reduced mortality) are worth
around £2.50 14 .
3.14

TravelSmart and travel planning initiatives are being undertaken in the South West
Herts area in parallel to this study to promote cycling and offer households
information about cycling options. The project resulted in a 36% increase in cycling
trips and a 14% increase in trips made by foot. Whilst the initial TravelSmart
project has been completed, work is ongoing to sustain the results 15 .

14

Cycling Demonstration Towns, development of benefit-cost ratios, DfT (2010) pg 2

15

http://www.hertsdirect.org/envroads/roadstrans/transplan/travelsmart/
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4

Cycle Audits
Audit Methodology

4.1

The cycle audits have been developed and used to categorise each road and path
in the project area to a specific skill level. These skill levels are based on the
three Bikeability training levels. Bikeability is the national standard for cycle
training in England.
I

Level 1: Off road routes that are traffic free;

I

Level 2: Quiet roads (e.g. neighbourhoods); and

I

Level 3: Busy roads requiring a higher level of skill to navigate.

4.2

Within these levels are modules with outcomes that each participant must meet to
progress to the next level. These outcomes are used as the basis for categorising
each level. (A full set of outcomes in each level can be found in Appendix A).

4.3

For routes and lengths of road that are legal, but not advised to cycle on (e.g. dual
carriage ways) a 3+ level was assigned.
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FIGURE 4.1

RECOGNISING THE DIFFERENT BIKEABILITY LEVELS

Start
Not suitable for
cycling
Surface suitable for
Cycling?
Is route section off
road?

L
E
V
E
no
L
1
yes

yes

Is section dual
carriageway?

no
no

Does section contain
signalised junctions?

yes

no
Does section contain
large/Dual lane round-a
-bouts?
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FIGURE 4.2

LEVEL 3 CHECK DIAGRAM

yes

Is
section very busy
(congested)
at peak?

LEVEL 2

no
no
no

yes

Section through industry?
(HGV’s)

Upgrade to
LEVEL 3+
Roads where
LEVEL 3
cycling is legal,
but not advised to (check)
yes the
general public due
to being
unsafe, and being
above and
beyond Level 3
modules.
4.4

The approach outlined in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 is based upon the Bikeability training
manuals, which can be found on the Bikeability website
(http://www.dft.gov.uk/cyclingengland/bikeability/)

4.5

Each road is ranked on site by annotating maps using different colours for the
different levels.
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Cycle Audits
4.6

Using the RoadHawk camera enables us to collect a video library of the study area,
providing valuable insight into each route from the perspective of the cyclist. This
is an excellent resource to look back on route sections that may be improved
through cycle interventions.

4.7

Our team cycled the entire network, including both on and off road sections and
captured the key routes on video for later review. Whilst undertaking the audits,
our team marked up the Bikeability level of each route on maps for later
translation into GIS. The team collected information on gaps in the cycle network,
cycle parking and existing infrastructure. This data has been included on the cycle
maps in Appendix B of this report.

Route mapping
4.8

The Three Rivers district had already been audited using a similar method by
Transport Initiatives. We have reviewed the data collected as part of these audits
and undertaken consistency checks across the district.

4.9

The whole area of South West Hertfordshire has been mapped to Bikeability skill
levels. This information has provided an excellent base to begin noting key routes,
barriers and potential interventions to improve and increase cycling in the Watford
area.

4.10

Using this base map we were able to identify key routes to destinations within the
three districts and develop a strategy for tackling barriers along these routes. The
key routes identified are generally longer distance routes that will help to link up
most settlements in the three districts to create a permeable and cycle friendly
network.

4.11

Emphasis has been placed on making the Level 3 routes more cycle friendly, as
these are usually the most direct roads and link segments of Level 2 routes.
Generally, fewer interventions have been developed for Level 2 routes. This is
because they are generally already easy to cycle along, without the need for
interventions and are routes where investment returns would have less impact.

4.12

The route mapping is included in Appendix B of this report.
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5

Identification of Schemes
Introduction

5.1

The starting point for identifying potential cycle schemes has been the gaps in the
network and opportunities for improving cycle provision identified as part of the
cycle audits. Existing schemes identified as part of previous studies (summarised in
Chapter 2) were then compared with the identified issues and opportunities.
Where existing schemes addressed an identified issue, these have been included in
the long list of schemes. Where an issue has been identified that no existing
scheme contributes towards improving, the study team has developed a scheme
proposal.

5.2

Scheme proposals developed as part of this study have taken into account the
following information:
I

Data on collisions involving cyclists which illustrate locations where more than
one collision involving a cyclist has occurred between 1st December 2006 and
30th December 2009;

I

Other proposed schemes that are in the process of being implemented;

I

Stakeholder aspirations and scheme priorities;

I

Overall cycling objectives set out within the Hertfordshire LTP2 and LTP3
Cycling Strategies; and

I

Feedback from Stakeholders on the list of schemes developed.

Collisions involving
Cyclists
5.3

The data on collisions involving cyclists suggests there have been no fatal collisions
involving cyclists over the period 2006-9 in Watford, Three Rivers or Hertsmere.
Whilst the distribution of collisions is spread relatively evenly over the three
districts, there are several key routes where concentrations occur:
I

A412 between Watford Town Centre and Bushey Mill Lane;

I

Watford Ring Road;

I

Horseshoe Lane;

I

A412 between Rickmansworth and Watford;

I

A411 between Bushey and Watford;

I

South Oxhey residential roads near to Carpenders Park station and on the
B4542; and

I

A41 between Abbots Langley and Kings Langley.
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5.4

Several of the locations identified where clusters of collisions have occurred, are
also identified within Hertfordshire County Council’s Hazardous Sites Report. The
Hazardous Sites relevant to this study are identified in Table 5.1.
TABLE 5.1

5.5

HAZARDOUS SITES RELEVANT TO STUDY 16

Road

Site Location

A412 St Albans Road

15m northeast of Cecil Street

Woodford Road

15m southeast of Clarendon Road

A412 St Albans Road

Town Hall roundabout junction with A411 Hempstead
Road

A412 St Albans Road

18m northeast of Bushey Mill Lane

High Street

9m northwest of Water Lane

A41 Colne Way

Crossroads east of Dome roundabout

Horseshoe Lane

125m southeast of junction with Newhouse Crescent

A405 North Orbital Road

Longabout junction with Sheepcot Lane/Woodside
Leisure Park

A412 St Albans Road

Junction with Station Road/Langley Road

A412 St Albans Road

Dome roundabout junction with A41

A405 North Orbital Road

Junction with Coates Way

The schemes developed seek to improve the safety of cyclists and in particular at
the locations identified above where concentrations of collisions involving cyclists
have occurred. Maps illustrating the locations of collisions involving cyclists are
presented in Appendix B.

Design Principles
5.6

There are several design principles that have guided the development of cycling
schemes that reflect priorities set out within the Third Local Transport Plan and
the Roads in Hertfordshire design guide. These principles have been influenced by
design principles set out by Cycling England and also reflect the aspirations of
stakeholders consulted as part of the study.
1. Improving safety for cyclists

5.7

If a cycle route becomes perceptively safer, it becomes increasingly attractive to a
wider group of cyclists and would be cyclists. A route that is perceived to involve a
lot of road danger has an adverse effect; it becomes used only by the most
competent and confident of cyclists.

5.8

Key principles in achieving a more attractive route include reducing the speed and
volume of motorised traffic and increasing the space for, and visibility of, the

16

Hazardous Sites based on data from 1/1/2007 to 31/12/2009 – sites included with six or more KSIs that are within
the Countywide Ranking List.
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cyclist. Where it is not possible to reduce traffic speeds, the hierarchy of measures
set out in the Roads in Hertfordshire Guidance 17 should be followed. This hierarchy
is presented in Figure 5.1.
FIGURE 5.1

HIERARCHY OF MEASURES

5.9

Roundabouts and other traffic junctions can be a real barrier to cyclist movement,
especially where traffic turns across or emerges across the cyclist. At junctions
such as these, cyclists need to be as visible as possible to motorised traffic.
Physical interventions will sometimes need to be considered at these junctions,
some of which were never designed for use by cyclists, through retrospective
design and implementation. Alternative routes should also be provided for cyclists
where difficult or busy junctions are situated along main corridors.

5.10

As part of this study, data on collisions involving cyclists covering South West Herts
for the period December 2006 to December 2009 has been examined and locations
were identified where clusters of collisions have occurred over the past three
years. The only locations within the study area where clusters of collisions have
been identified are the A412, with serious collisions occurring most prevalently at
junctions. Maps illustrating the distribution of collisions involving cyclists across
the study area are presented in Appendix B.

5.11

Traffic speed and volume data has also been examined for the areas where
collisions involving cyclists have occurred. This data has helped us to understand
the causation factors for the collisions and to develop interventions that are likely
to improve cyclist safety. In locations where cyclist safety has been identified as
an issue, the findings of the Mixed Priority Routes Demonstration Project 18 have
been helpful in identifying improvements to safety that can be made on corridors
used by cyclists, pedestrians and vehicles and which interventions have resulted in
the most significant reductions in accidents.
2. Continuity of provision

5.12

17

A key principle of this study is to provide permeability across the South West Herts
area. In some locations where provision already exists, this would include ensuring
that links are made with other areas of existing provision, therefore providing a
coherent network.

This diagram is also included in Local Transport Note 2/08 - Cycle Infrastructure Design, DfT (2008)

18

The results of the MPR Pilot schemes are outlined in Mixed Priority Routes: Practitioners’ Guide, LTN 3/08, DfT
(2008)
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5.13

The concept behind permeability is that the entire road network should be part of
the cycle network. Key barriers to cyclists should then be identified and where
possible, alternative routes provided. Barriers to cycling can include both physical
and competence barriers. Whilst competence barriers can be tackled by provision
of training or a cycle buddy to accompany an individual on their journey. Where
the barriers are physical, provision of alternative quite routes (or off road options)
can help to encourage people to cycle more frequently.

5.14

Wherever possible the maximum route choice for all types of cyclist should be
provided.
3. Real advantage over other modes

5.15

The cycle network should provide time savings at peak times against other modes.
Such time savings can be easily achieved through effective use of cycle network
short cuts, ample supply of safe cycle storage and through providing cyclists with
real time advantages over motorised traffic on –road.

5.16

Network shortcuts can appear in many forms, including: allowing contra-flow
cycling along one-way streets; allowing cyclists to use pedestrianised areas, and
through building short cuts into the network that are only available to cyclists.

5.17

Other journey time improvements can include adding advance stop lines, cycle
filters and cycle lanes which can all help the cyclist by-pass queuing traffic.

5.18

Such shortcuts and interventions can rapidly reduce the time taken to get from A
to B and along with increasing network permeability, gives cyclists a real
advantage over motorised traffic and a more direct route to their destination.
Studies have also shown that stop and starts also influence the attractiveness of a
cycle route and where cyclists can progress safely when other traffic is stopped a
route is enhanced.
4. Identifying a core network of routes

5.19

Several core routes have been identified as part of this study. These key routes
form the ‘backbone’ of the cycle network and provide cyclists with the most direct
access from major origins to destinations.

5.20

It is proposed that the key routes would be made as cycle friendly as possible. Five
key on road routes and one off road route have been identified. These routes are
as follows:
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I

On road connection between Abbots Langley and Watford Town Centre;

I

On road connection between Rickmansworth and Watford Town Centre via the
A412;

I

On road route between Bushey Town Centre and Watford Town Centre via the
A4140/A41;

I

On road route on A411 Hempstead Road into Watford Town Centre;

I

On road route from South Oxhey to Watford Centre;

I

Off road route using the Grand Union Canal tow path connecting Abbots
Langley, Watford Town Centre and Croxley Green.
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5.

Improving access to key destinations and parking provision

5.21

Improving access to key destinations including town centres, shopping areas,
supermarkets and employment areas will help to encourage more people to cycle
shorter journeys. Ensuring that cycle parking provision is located in the most
appropriate locations is particularly important in encouraging shorter journeys.
Several principles for the location and provision of cycle parking have been set out
in Chapter 5.

5.22

Many cyclists are also looking for recreational cycle rides and access to off road
routes with no particular destination in mind has been shown to be important in
many areas.

Potential schemes by District
5.23

The potential schemes considered as part of this study include some schemes
identified by previous studies. The schemes identified at this stage are indicative
and would be subject to further design and feasibility work if they are taken
forwards for delivery. These schemes are detailed in Table 2.3. Additional schemes
have also been developed as part of this study. There are some areas where fewer
schemes have been proposed than in other areas. This reflects the level of
investment in cycle infrastructure that has already taken place. The schemes
considered as part of this study should therefore be considered together with the
existing cycle provision. Both the existing cycle infrastructure and potential
schemes that are recommended for further consideration are included in Table
5.1. A complete list of the schemes considered within this study is included in
Appendix C and on the overview maps.

5.24

Figure 5.1 illustrates the study area within South West Herts that has been covered
by the scheme maps. This map also illustrates the district boundaries – each
district is then shown in further detail together with the scheme locations in
Figures 5.2 to 5.4. The schemes taken forward to pro forma stage are set out
below. For the full list of schemes put forward, please refer to Appendix C.
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TABLE 5.2

LIST OF SCHEMES DEVELOPED WITH PROFORMA

Scheme
number

Location

W3

Wiggenhall Road/the
Hornets gyratory
around pedestrian
zone (Watford)

W8

W14

W15

District

Issues and Opportunities

Watford

Concerns about cyclist safety and
hazard of merging vehicles.
Junction has been reviewed as part
of the Watford Network Congestion West Watford
Study.
Transport Plan

Green surface junction treatment.
Upgrade crossings to toucans to
facilitate cycle movements,
Recommended as core route
improve signage.
(Proforma 3)

Southern access to
town centre (Watford) Watford

From end of High Street to Lower
High Street, potential to create a
high quality contra flow lane for
cyclists to get direct access to and
from Watford town centre from the
junction of the Ebury Way and
Scheme developed
Lower High Street. Current cycle
in response to
infrastructure could be improved. identified issue

Extend contra flow lane on Lower
High Street to provide a
southbound contraflow for cyclists
only to link with the Ebury Way.
Continue on to Lower High Street
and Watford High Street Station. Recommended as
Signage required on contraflow
improvement to town centre
lane near B&Q.
permeability (Proforma 5)

St. Albans Road
(Watford)

Opportunities for improvements
along this key route (from A412
junction with A405 to Balmoral
Road junction)

St. Albans Road
(Watford)

Watford

Watford

Source

Potential Scheme

Scheme developed
Implement continuous on road
in response to
identified issue
cycle lane on A41.

Opportunities for improvements
along this key route (Balmoral Road
junction to junction with
Leavesden Road). Currently a very
difficult stretch of road for cyclists,
Scheme developed
narrow road widths frequently
in response to
congested with traffic. Accident
identified issue
hot spot for cyclists due to the

Commentary

Recommended as core route
(Proforma 2)

Implement continuous on road
cycle lane on A41 in difficult and
constrained area. Will need an
innovative solution which may
require the removal of some onstreet parking, or potentially peak Recommended as core route
hour only lanes.
(Proforma 2)
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Scheme
number

Location

District

Issues and Opportunities

Source

Potential Scheme

Commentary

Opportunities for cycle
infrastructure improvements along Scheme developed
this key route (Leavesden Road
in response to
junction to junction with A411).
identified issue

Implement continuous on road
cycle lane on A41. Take account
of plans for Watford Junction
station.

Recommended as core route
(Proforma 2)

Gyratory currently very difficult for
cyclist manoeuvres to the right also
potential to improve cycle signage Watford Cycle
and legibility.
Strategy

Engineering/road reallocation Cyclist right turn, ASLs on other
signals with feeder lanes if
possible.

Recommended as core route
(Proforma 2)

hostile nature of this stretch of
road for cyclists.

W16

St. Albans Road
(Watford)

W18

St. Albans Road
junction with Balmoral
Road (Watford)
Watford

W19
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Watford

St. Albans Road Dome
roundabout (Watford) Watford

Cycle lane and contraflow cycle
lane right into Asda down past
Asda petrol station, then allow
toucan access onto A41, both
Scheme developed
giving access to superstore and
Potential to improve right turn and in response to
Recommended as core route
mitigating right turn on
access to superstore for cyclists.
identified issue
(Proforma 2)
roundabout. Cyclist improvements
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Scheme
number

Location

District

Issues and Opportunities

Source

Potential Scheme

Commentary

to roundabout arms.

Key junction for cyclists going from
Abbots Langley/Woodside - already
some cyclist infrastructure
provided but more on-road space
could be allocated to cyclists. Very
wide junction with lots of road
space which can be daunting for
cyclists crossing just before amber
phase.

Space allocation/junction design A
wide cycle lane could traverse this
junction, this would encourage
the cyclist to take the correct
position across the road, as well
as advertising to other road users
that cyclists do use this junction
and maybe slower than other
Scheme developed traffic to cross. Cyclist warning
in response to
signs at signals on A405 would
Recommended as core route
identified issue
emphasise this.
(Proforma 2)

St. Albans Road
junction with A405
(Garston)

Watford

W22

Abbots Langley Watford link

Opportunity to improve link
between Abbots Langley and
Watford as current cycle provision Scheme developed
Watford/Three is poor. Horseshoe Lane also
in response to
Improve access via College
Rivers
identified as a Hazardous Site.
identified issue
Lane/Horseshoe/St Albans Rd.

W24

Watford Junction Watford Centre link
via Woodford Rd,
Queens Rd and The
Broadway

W20

Watford

Already good connection from
Watford Junction via Clarendon
Road to Centre, but no signage
provided.

Improve signage, improve exit
from station for cyclists wanting
to go to town centre. Feeder lane
Scheme developed and ASLs to be examined at
in response to
junction of Clarendon Rd and Ring
identified issue
Road.

Recommended as core route
(Proforma 6)
Recommended as
improvement to town centre
permeability (Proforma 4).
Will need to be compatible
with recommendations of
Watford Cultural Study.
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Scheme
number

W25

W27

W28

34

Location

Watford Junction Watford Centre link
via Clarendon Rd and
Beechen Grove
Junction

District

Issues and Opportunities

Source

Watford

Potential to provide alternative
route, and also connection from
north to Watford centre via
Woodford rd, Queen's Rd, The
Broadway (or Loates Lane) then
under Beechen Grove to Watford
Centre via underpass.

Recommended as
improvement to town centre
Potential cycle contraflow lane on permeability (Proforma 4).
Scheme developed Woodford Rd from Watford
Will need to be compatible
in response to
Junction station. Would need to with recommendations of
identified issue
allow cyclist access to underpass. Watford Cultural Study.

Off road link to North
(Watford)
Watford

Market Street - Eastern
access to Town Centre
Watford
(Watford)

Potential Scheme

Commentary

Currently excellent access to
Watford Town Centre via underpass
from the south. However, cyclist
movements further north are
restricted due to significant
roundabout (Rickmansworth
Road/Beechen Grove.) with no
West Watford
cyclist facilities.
Transport Plan

Off road link from recently
completed off road cycle lane
from Rickmansworth rd to
underpass, continuing along
verge, toucan crossing over
roundabout arms, following shared
use path and then joining Malden
Road before merging with main
Recommended as core route
road further up.
(Proforma 2)

The ring road creates a barrier for
Watford Cycle
cyclists travelling into the town
centre from the west.
Strategy

Market Street identified as
potential key cycle access to
Town Centre. Route could be
improved through a combination
of cycle lanes, ASLs and upgrade
of existing crossing facilities.

Recommended as
improvement to town centre
permeability (Proforma 1)
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Scheme
number

W30

Location

District

St Albans Road
Watford
Retail (between
Leavesden Road and
Balmoral Road
(Watford)

Issues and Opportunities

Source

This is a very difficult stretch of Scheme
road for cyclists, with narrow developed in
road widths frequently
response to
congested with traffic.
identified issue

Potential Scheme

Will need an innovative
This scheme has been
solution which may require the replaced by Scheme 15b.
removal of some on-street
parking or potentially peak
hour only lanes.

TR5

Rickmansworth Centre
(Rickmansworth)
Three Rivers

Rickmansworth centre currently
not cycle friendly, with extremely
narrow cycle lanes in places
(40cm), one way streets and busy
on street parking areas. Difficult
to reach Rickmansworth train
station or depart from it to the
town centre. Opportunity to
Scheme developed
improve road surface which is
in response to
currently poor.
identified issue

TR6

Rickmansworth cycle
signage
(Rickmansworth)

Opportunity to improve signage to Scheme developed
Ebury Way as current provision is in response to
Improve signage from
not clear enough.
identified issue
Rickmansworth to Ebury Way.

Three Rivers

Commentary

Would need a suit of interventions
to help cyclists traverse
Rickmansworth. Would be useful
to have a route through
Rickmansworth from Ebury
roundabout to Park Road
roundabout continuing to Scots
Recommended as
Hill. Innovative re-design would
improvement to town centre
be needed.
permeability (Proforma 7)

Recommended as lower cost
scheme (Proforma 7)
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Scheme
number

TR9

36

Location

District

Rickmansworth Centre
Link (Rickmansworth) Three Rivers

Issues and Opportunities

Source

Potential Scheme

Commentary

Opportunity to improve difficult
cycling conditions around
Rickmansworth on A412.

Potential separate link between
Ebury Roundabout and Park Road
going through Rickmansworth, this
Scheme developed would need a contraflow but
Recommended as
in response to
would bypass A412 bypass on
improvement to town centre
identified issue
easier to traverse route.
permeability (Proforma 7)
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FIGURE 1.2

SOUTH WEST HERTS – STUDY AREA, DISTRICT BOUNDARIES AND CYCLE SCHEME AREAS
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FIGURE 1.3

38

WATFORD AND ABBOTS LANGLEY – SCHEME LOCATIONS
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FIGURE 1.4

RICKMANSWORTH, CHORLEYWOOD AND CARPENDERS PARK – SCHEME LOCATIONS
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FIGURE 5.1

40

WATFORD, BUSHEY AND SOUTH OXHEY – SCHEME LOCATIONS
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Proposed Schemes for Watford
5.25

The schemes proposed for Watford include improved access from Watford centre
to Watford Junction station (scheme W24), improved off road links to North
Watford (scheme W27). Scheme W9 would also improve access to the retail park
on the Ebury Way, to the south of Watford town centre.

5.26

There are several scheme proposals for town centre access improvements:
I

Eastern access to the town centre (scheme W28);

I

Southern access to the town centre (Scheme W8);

I

Improved access to the north of Watford via underpass (Scheme W27);

I

Improvements to Wiggenhall Road, the Hornets gyratory (Scheme W3);

I

Cycle contraflow scheme on Woodford Road to Watford Junction station
(Scheme W25);

I

Scheme W4 proposes improved access and cycle parking provision at Watford
General Hospital; and

I

Improvements to the ring road (Exchange Road/Beechen Grove) (Scheme W12).

5.27

In addition to improved access to the town centre, there are several core routes
that will be improved between Watford and Bushey, Abbots Langley and Croxley.
These include proposals for the A41 (schemes W2a and W2b/W29, W5, W13 and
W31), the A411 between Bushey and Watford (Schemes W6 and W7), the A412 St
Albans Road (Schemes W14, W15/W30, W16, W17, W18, W26, W19 and W20) and
the A412 between Watford and Croxley/Rickmansworth (Schemes TR9 and TR10)
which fall partly within Three Rivers. Scheme W10 also proposes improvements to
the A4008 between South Oxhey and Bushey and scheme W21 recommends safety
improvements on Leavesden Road/Gammons Lane.

5.28

Proposed links could be provided to stations on the Croxley Link from the existing
cycle network and to the Ebury Way (NCN route 6) by schemes W11a, b and c.
There are also opportunities to provide additional cycle links as part of the
proposed Watford Health Campus development. It is recommended that
Hertfordshire County Council and Watford Borough Council work with the PCT and
partners to develop cycle links as part of the proposed development.
Proposed Schemes for Chorleywood, Rickmansworth, South Oxhey, Croxley
and Abbots Langley (Three Rivers District)

5.29

The main towns within the Three Rivers district that are included in this study are
Chorleywood and Rickmansworth, South Oxhey, Croxley, and Abbots Langley.
There are several key routes linking these settlements that have been examined as
part of this study. Key routes identified for improvement include:
I

A41 between Watford and Kings Langley / Abbots Langley and alternative
routes (Schemes W1, W2, TR1, TR13, TR14 and W13) which fall partly within
Watford; and

I

A412 Rickmansworth to Croxley (Scheme TR7/TR8).
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5.30

There are also several proposals for improving links between Chorleywood and
Rickmansworth (Schemes TR3, TR4, TR11 and TR12), the latter providing a link
between St Clement Danes School and Chorleywood via the existing route along
Green Street and the St Clement Danes cycle route. Proposals have also been
developed to improve cycle provision on the A412 between Rickmansworth and
Croxley (Schemes TR7, TR8 and TR10) and into Rickmansworth town centre
(Schemes TR5, TR6, TR9 and TR16). Scheme TR15 proposes improvements to cycle
parking facilities in Abbots Langley town centre.

5.31

Improvements to Horseshoe Lane/College Lane (Schemes W22 and W23) provide an
improved link between the A405/A412 St Albans Road and the Abbots Langley
(which falls partly within Watford district). Schemes TR21 and TR22 propose
improved access from the A405 to Parmiters School on High Elms Lane to link up
the existing off road cycle routes.

5.32

Improving access to rail stations has also been considered and Schemes TR19,
TR20, TR2 and TR5 propose improved access to the busy rail and underground
stations in the District. Proposed improvements to cycle parking at these stations
will also help to encourage people to make shorter journeys to stations by bike.

5.33

In addition to the schemes identified above, there is a longer term aspiration to
provide cycle links between Bedmond and Watford, with several options for these
schemes currently under consideration by Three Rivers District Council. There are
also opportunities to negotiate cycle access between South Way and Airfield Way
through the Leavesden Studios site as part of the proposed development.
Proposed Schemes for Bushey and Carpenders Park (Hertsmere District)

5.34

There are several improvements proposed for Hertsmere, particularly focussing on
improving the links between Bushey and Watford. Schemes TR17, TR18 and H3, H4,
H5 and H6 provide off road improvements between the A411 and A4008 will link up
with the proposed routes on the A411 (Scheme H2) and the A4008 (Scheme W10)
and help to provide alternative routes between Bushey Carpenders Park and
Watford. Scheme H1 proposes a quiet route alternative to the A411 via Falconer
Road, Coldharbour Lane and Catsey Lane.

5.35

Scheme W6 proposes improvements to the Chalk Hill junction of Aldenham Road,
the A4008, the A4125 and the A411 which links with the proposed Aldenham Road
cycle route identified in the South West Herts Transport Plan. Scheme H6 proposes
an additional alternative route to the A411 via Merry Hill Road. This scheme will
link with Schemes H2 and H1 at the junction of Catsey Lane and Sparrows Herne.

5.36

Appendix C provides detailed maps showing the proposed schemes at A1 scale and
also includes a full list of the scheme proposals considered and the district which
each scheme is located within.
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6

Cycle Parking

6.1

Hertfordshire County Council’s Cycle Parking Guide 19 sets out the County’s
aspirations for the provision of cycle parking: “Being sure that there is somewhere
secure to park a bicycle at a journey’s end is one of the most important factors
influencing the decision to cycle, regardless of the trip’s purpose. The provision
of secure, well-designed cycle parking at all major destinations, and likely stops
along the way is a key element of any strategy aimed at encouraging more cycling
more often.”

6.2

There are several key principles for the provision and location of cycle parking
facilities. These are as follows:
I

Parking must be visible and easy to use;

I

Accessible - located as close as possible to the cyclists destination;

I

Safe and secure (and where possible covered by CCTV);

I

Appropriate lighting and signage must be provided;

I

Parking should be provided as close to key attractors as possible but should not
obstruct footways or pose a hazard to blind or partially sighted people;

I

Throughout the town provision of a few stands at several locations is preferable
to many at the same location; and

I

Some specific locations of potentially high cyclist volumes (e.g. train stations,
football stadiums, hospitals) may require secure cycle parking facilities where
bicycles may be left for a substantial period of time.

6.3

The stands provided must be fit for purpose. Sheffield stands are widely accepted
as the most practical and safe type of basic cycle parking provision; with some
secure parking (e.g. cycle lockers) provided at stations and other selected
locations. Secure lockers could also be provided in areas where cycle parking is
required and there are concerns about cycle theft or vandalism. The cycle parking
should be well managed and monitored to ensure that any need for extra provision
is understood.

6.4

As part of the cycle audit all cycle parking in the three districts was mapped. From
this information gaps in cycle parking have been identified and recommendations
developed on locations where additional parking could be provided. The
recommendations of this study do not cover cycle parking at stations as previous
studies have examined cycle parking at stations within Three Rivers and across
Hertfordshire in detail 20 .

6.5

There are several locations that have been identified for additional cycle parking
provision. Where inadequate parking is provided, this has also been identified for

19

http://www.hertsdirect.org/infobase/docs/pdfstore/cycleparkguide.pdf

20

Three Rivers Stations Cycle Parking, Transport Initiatives for Hertfordshire County Council and Three Rivers
District Council (2009) and Hertfordshire Railway Stations – Facilities Review, Mouchel for Hertfordshire County
Council (2010)
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improvement. These recommendations are summarised in Appendix F. Detailed
guidance on the layout and specification of cycle parking is provided in
Hertfordshire County Council’s Cycle Parking Guide. These proposals are not
included in the long list of schemes as they have not been prioritised using the
County-wide cycle ranking system.
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7

Scheme Priorities
Introduction

7.1

The schemes developed have been considered in several different categories:
I

Lower cost schemes;

I

Developing a network of core routes;

I

Improving the permeability of Watford town centre; and

I

Rural and off road links.

7.2

These different themes are discussed in further detail below.

7.3

Each scheme has also been assessed using the County-wide cycle ranking system
which is used to prioritise cycle investment. The results of the ranking system are
included in Tables 7.1 to 7.4 below. The order in which the scheme packages are
presented does not imply the priority which each scheme has been given. The
speed of implementation will largely depending on the availability of funding and
how each scheme performs against other cycle proposals within the Countywide
cycle ranking system.

7.4

For the schemes which could be delivered as packages and score within the top 30
in the County-wide ranking, a detailed proforma has been developed. The
proformas are included in Appendix A and schemes included on these proformas
are identified in Tables 7.1 to 7.4.

Scheme Priorities
Countywide cycle ranking
7.5

In order to prioritise for investment, schemes from the long list, the County-wide
cycle ranking method has been used. The ranking system takes into account the
following factors for each proposed scheme:
I

Potential detractors to cycling; including cycle and pedestrian accident levels
within 400m of proposed scheme, hilliness and speed limit of route. Road
hierarchy is also taken into account (e.g. main distributor, secondary
distributor, local access road, off road route);

I

Potential trip generators/attractors; including distance to nearest railway
station, shops, schools and businesses;

I

Potential users; including the number of residential properties per square
kilometre within 400m of the proposed scheme and the number of school pupils
per square kilometre within 400m of the proposed scheme; and

I

Other considerations; including whether the proposed scheme might be a
potential NCN route, if the scheme provides a missing link in the cycle network
and the potential difficulty of implementation.
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7.6

Each scheme is given a score out of 100 and then ranked on the basis of
comparative score against the other proposed schemes. Some longer routes have
been assessed as route segments.
Lower Cost Schemes

7.7

Several schemes have been identified that can be delivered for under £1 million.
These schemes are not anticipated to have significant delivery risks attached to
them or require significant amounts of feasibility or design work.

7.8

The schemes identified for early implementation are presented in Table 7.1.
TABLE 7.1

LOWER COST SCHEMES

Scheme
ref

Name

Ranking

TR6

Rickmansworth Town Centre signage improvements (Proforma
7)

28

W13

Hempstead Road cycle upgrade, with toucan, to underpass

33

W31

Access to Grand union Canal from Hempstead Road and
Neighbourhoods via new toucan crossing
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Developing a network of core routes
7.9

Several key routes have been identified for improvements which form the
backbone to the South West Herts cycle network. These schemes are potentially
more difficult to deliver due to the high traffic levels on many of these routes;
however, the benefits of improving these routes would also be greater than some
of the smaller scale improvements.

7.10

These routes represent direct and efficient routes to key destinations for cyclists,
providing numerous benefits over the private car and bypassing congestion. This
would significantly help increase modal shift to cycling and attractiveness of the
town to cycling, especially to commuters.

7.11

As these key routes are also well used routes for vehicular movements, some
concessions will have to be made to ensure continuous provision. This might
include reallocation of road space, removing right turns or relocating on street
parking.

7.12

The improvements identified to core routes are presented in Table 7.2.
TABLE 7.2
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IMPROVEMENTS TO CORE ROUTES

Scheme
ref

Name

Ranking

W14, W15,
W19, W30

A412 St Albans Road (parts A and B) (Proforma 2)

6&2

W18

A412 St Albans Road/Balmoral Rd Junction (Proforma 2)

4

W16

A412 St Albans Road (parts C and D) (Proforma 2)
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Scheme
ref

Name

Ranking

W20

A405 North Orbital rd/St Albans Rd junction (Proforma 2)

11

W3

A4145 Wiggenhall Rd, Farraline Road and the Hornets
Gyratory (Proforma 3)

3

W22

Watford to Abbots Langley via Horseshoe Lane and College
Road (Proforma 6)

13

W21

A412 Leavesden Road and Gammons Lane

15

TR7, TR8

A412 Watford to Croxley Green, Croxley Green to
Rickmansworth

19

W6

A411 Chalk Hill / Aldenham Rd junction

20

Improving Town Centre permeability
7.13

Several schemes have been identified that will help to improve town centre
permeability, especially in Watford where the ring road acts as a barrier to
cyclists.

7.14

Watford Town Centre has excellent cycle facilities; however, it is currently
difficult to access. Improving access would encourage more trips to be made by
bicycle to the centre.

7.15

Reducing car parking would allow some schemes to operate, this would also add to
modal shift to cycling.

7.16

These schemes are presented in Table 7.3.
TABLE 7.3

IMPROVING TOWN CENTRE PERMEABILITY

Scheme
ref

Name

Ranking

W28

Market Street improvements (Proforma 1)

1

W24, W25

Watford Junction Station to town centre – routes A and B
(Proforma 4)

8&9

W8

High Street, Lower High Street link (Proforma 5)

10

TR5, TR9

High Street (A412 Park Rd to Ebury Roundabout) (Proforma 7)

14

W27

Off road link to North of Watford from Town Hall

7

Rural links, quiet road and off-road routes
7.17

Off road routes can play an important part in the cycle network, providing
alternatives to some of the key bus sections of the on road network.

7.18

The canal towpath and Cassiobury Park are key off road links that could be further
exploited to increase cycle trip numbers, and direct access to destinations.
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7.19

The rural links and off road routes identified are detailed in Table 7.4.
TABLE 7.4
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RURAL LINKS, QUIET ROAD AND OFF-ROAD ROUTES

Scheme
ref

Name

Ranking

TR13,
TR14

Hunton Bridge/Abbots Langley/Croxley Green link along canal
towpath between Watford and Hunton Bridge

48/49

W11a-c

Cycle access to Croxley Link

TBC

W27

A412 St Albans Road off road link (Proforma 2)

7

W23

Watford Leisure Centre link

25

W13

Watford to Bushey – quiet route

32

TR21,
TR22

Attenborough’s Fields – Route A
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8

Implementation Plan

8.1

A draft implementation plan for the schemes recommended is included in Table
8.1. Several lower cost schemes have been identified. These schemes could be
delivered within a three year timeframe, dependent on the availability of funding.
The implementation timescales for schemes included in the other three packages
are identified in Table 8.1. Further information on each scheme is included in
Appendix A.

8.2

The schemes identified will be delivered through the Countywide cycle funding or
through other funding sources as and when these are available. Funding sources
which may be used to deliver these schemes may include funding as part of
developer contributions, Safe Routes to School funding or the Local Sustainable
Transport Fund (LSTF).
Next Steps

8.3

The schemes recommended as part of the Plan will be taken forwards as part of
the Countywide cycle investment programme. Each scheme will require further
design, feasibility and costing work to be undertaken. Further consultation and
partnership working with key stakeholders will also be required, especially where
scheme proposals require land to be purchased.
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TABLE 8.1

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

Scheme name and number

Indicative cost

Key delivery partners

Potential funding
source

TR6 - Rickmansworth Town Centre signage
improvements (see Proforma 7)

Low

Three Rivers District
Council, HCC

LTP, Developer
Funding

W13 - Hempstead Road cycle upgrade, with
toucan, to underpass

Low/Medium

Watford Borough
Council, HCC

LTP, Developer
Funding

W31 - Access to Grand union Canal from
Hempstead Road and Neighbourhoods via new
toucan crossing

Medium

Watford Borough
Council, HCC

LTP, Developer
Funding, British
Waterways?

W15, - A412 St Albans Road (Wellington Rd to
Leavesden Rd) (Proforma 2)

Medium

HCC, Watford Borough
Council

LTP, Developer
Funding

W16, W30, W18 - A412 St Albans Road (Proforma
2)

Medium

HCC, Watford Borough
Council

LTP, Developer
Funding

W14 – St Albans Rd (Balmoral Rd to A41 North West
Ave Dome Roundabout),

Medium

HCC, Watford Borough
Council

LTP, Developer
Funding

W19 North West Ave / A412 St Albans Rd junction
(Dome Roundabout) (Proforma 2)

High

W14 – St Albans Rd (A41 North West Avenue Dome
Roundabout to A405 North Orbital Rd),

High

HCC, Watford Borough
Council

LTP, Developer
Funding

Lower Cost schemes

Improvements to the Core Route Network

W20 - A405 North Orbital Rd/St Albans Rd junction
(Proforma 2)
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Scheme name and number

Indicative cost

Key delivery partners

Potential funding
source

W3 - A4145 Wiggenhall Rd, Farraline Rd and the
Hornets Gyratory (Proforma 3)

Low/Medium

HCC, Watford Borough
Council

LTP, Developer
Funding

W22 - Watford to Abbots Langley via Horseshoe
Lane and College Road (Proforma 6)

Medium

HCC, Watford Borough
Council

LTP, Developer
Funding, Safe
Routes to School

W21 - A412 Leavesden Road and Gammons Lane

Scheme requires
further
development

Watford Borough
Council, HCC

LTP, Developer
Funding

TR7 – A412 Croxley Green to Watford

High

HCC, Watford Borough
Council, Three Rivers
District Council

LTP, Developer
Funding

Scheme requires
further
development

Watford Borough
Council, HCC

LTP, Developer
Funding

W28 - Market Street improvements (Proforma 1)

High

HCC, Watford Borough
Council

LTP, Developer
Funding

Consultation with businesses on
Market Street required.

W24 - Watford Junction Station to town centre –
route B (Proforma 4)

Medium

HCC, Watford Borough
Council, Train Operators

LTP, Developer
Funding

Schemes need to be developed in
parallel for plans to redevelop
Watford Junction Station

W25 - Watford Junction Station to town centre –
route A (Proforma 4)

Medium

HCC, Watford Borough
Council, Train Operators

LTP, Developer
Funding

Schemes need to be developed in
parallel for plans to redevelop

TR8 - A412 Rickmansworth to Croxley Green
(Proforma 8)
W6 - A411 Chalk Hill / Aldenham Rd junction

Identified risks to technical
feasibility/delivery

Improving town centre permeability
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Scheme name and number

Indicative cost

Key delivery partners

Potential funding
source

Identified risks to technical
feasibility/delivery
Watford Junction Station

W8 - High Street, Lower High Street link (Proforma
5)

High

HCC, Watford Borough
Council

LTP, Developer
Funding

Costs for link to new Oxhey Park
Bridge require further
development.

TR5, TR9 - High Street (A412 Park Rd to Ebury
Roundabout) (Proforma 7)

Low/Medium

HCC, Three Rivers
District Council

LTP, Developer
Funding

W27 - Off road link to North of Watford from Town
Hall

Medium

Watford Borough
Council, HCC

LTP, Developer
Funding

TR13, TR14 – Hunton Bridge/Abbots
Langley/Croxley Green link along canal towpath
linking Watford through Cassiobury Park

Medium

HCC, Three Rivers
District Council

LTP, Developer
Funding, British
Waterways?

Feasibility work has already been
undertaken on some route
options by TRDC and HCC.
Further investigation required to
determine most suitable route/s

W27 - A412 St Albans Road off road link

Low

HCC, Watford Borough
Council

LTP, Developer
Funding

Route to be confirmed as part of
Town Hall development

W23 - Watford Leisure Centre link

Medium

Watford Borough
Council, HCC

LTP, Developer
Funding

W13 - Watford to Bushey – quiet route

Medium

Watford Borough
Council, HCC

LTP, Developer
Funding

TR21, TR22 - Attenborough’s Fields – Route A

Medium

HCC, Three Rivers
District Council

LTP, Developer
Funding

Rural links, quiet and off road routes

(Proforma 2)
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Key – Low cost – under £50,000; Medium cost - £50,000 – £200,000; High cost - £200,000 - £1m; Very High cost – Over £1m
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B1

COLLISIONS INVOLVING CYCLISTS
Watford
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Hertsmere
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C1

ALL SCHEMES CONSIDERED

Scheme
number

Location

District

Issues and Opportunities

Source

Scheme

Commentary
Not recommended as
scheme priority due to
cost of expanding
footbridge.

Watford

Severance issue for pedestrians and
cyclists trying to access housing area
between the two roads

Scheme developed
in response to
identified issue

Convert current footbridge to
shared use.

Watford

Speed of traffic deters cyclists.
Central reservation gradient also
unattractive to cyclists.

Scheme developed
in response to
identified issue

Consider cycle lane on or off
road, potential for toucans and Possible longer term
off carriageway cycle lanes
scheme

W1

A405/A41 junction
(Watford)

W2a

A41 from Leggatts Rise
to Roundabout

W2b

Roundabout to junction
with Woodmere Avenue
Watford
(Watford)

Speed of traffic deters cyclists, central Watford Cycling
reservations gradient
Strategy

Consider cycle lane on or off
road, potential for toucans and Possible longer term
off carriageway cycle lanes
scheme

W3

Wiggenhall Road/the
Hornets gyratory around
pedestrian zone
Watford
(Watford)

Concerns about cyclist safety and
hazard of merging vehicles. Junction
has been reviewed as part of the
Watford Network Congestion Study.

West Watford
Transport Plan

Green surface junction
treatment. Upgrade crossings
to toucans to facilitate cycle Recommended as core
movements, improve signage. route (Proforma 3)

Scheme developed
in response to
identified issue

Build in cycle lane into hospital
This scheme is located
and to high quality cycle
storage (covered parking)
outside of the highway
current parking is inadequate boundary so would need
and over flowing. Contra flow to be taken forward by
lane to get out of hospital.
the landowners

W4

Appendix C

Hospital access/parking
Watford
(Watford)

Poor cycle access and a lack of cycle
parking
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Scheme
number

Location

W5

A41 from roundabout to
Leggatts Rise
Watford

District

Scheme

Commentary

Scheme developed
Difficult cycling conditions and adverse in response to
gradient discourage cycling
identified issue

Implement uphill cycle lane
and possible scope for a
separate cycle lane.

This scheme has been
replaced by Scheme 2a

W6

Chalk Hill junction
(Aldenham Road, A4008,
A4125, A411) (Bushey) Watford

Junction is not currently cyclist
friendly and could be improved to
allow cyclist right turn onto Aldenham South West Herts
Road
Transport Plan

Engineering and junction works Recommended as core
(ASL, right turning movements) route

W7

Eastbury Road (A4125)
Lower High Street
(A411) roundabout
under railway (Bushey
Arches)

Roundabout is currently very difficult
to navigate for cyclist – opportunity to Watford Cycle
improve cycle provision.
Strategy

Needs detailed design.

Possible longer term
scheme. Would require
detailed
feasibility/design study

From end of High Street to end of
Lower High Street, potential to create
a high quality contra flow lane for
cyclists to get direct access to and
Scheme developed
from Watford town centre from the
south. Current cycle infrastructure
in response to
could be improved.
identified issue

Extend contra flow lane on
Lower High Street to provide a
southbound contraflow for
cyclists only. Continue on to
Lower High Street and Watford
High Street Station. Signage
required on contraflow lane
near B&Q.

Recommended as
improvement to town
centre permeability
(Proforma 5)

Current off road/on pavement cycle
routes are inadequate, resulting in
gaps in the network.

Possible longer term
Add signage, create an easier scheme which would
environment for those crossing require consultation with
this section on the Ebury Way retail park.

Watford

W8

Southern access to town
Watford
centre (Watford)

W9

Greater cyclist
permeability in southern
business park/retail
park - Ebury Way
(Watford)
Watford

Issues and Opportunities

Source

Scheme developed
in response to
identified issue
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Scheme
number

W10

Location

District

Issues and Opportunities

Pinner Road/Oxhey
Lane/Little Oxhey
Lane/Prestwick Rd
(Bushey)

Opportunity to create a high quality
cycle route, currently central
reservations and speed of traffic
creates hazardous conditions for
Watford/Thre cyclists. Route could improve crosse Rivers
boundary links into Harrow.

Source

Scheme

Commentary

Scheme developed
in response to
identified issue

Build in cycle lanes using road
space, reduce speed and
consider opportunities for
Possible longer term
shared use.
scheme

Cycle access to Croxley
Link – part 1
Watford

Scheme developed
Opportunity to provide link from
in response to
existing cycle network to Croxley Link identified
proposed station at Watford Hospital opportunity

On road cycle link on Vicarage
Road from junction with
Merton Road to Watford
Hospital Station (location
Recommended as part of
TBC).
quiet route network

Cycle access to Croxley
Link – part 2
Watford

Opportunity to provide link from
existing cycle network to Croxley Link
proposed station at Watford Hospital
and onward to the Ebury Way

Scheme developed
in response to
identified
opportunity

On road cycle link on Hagden
Lane and Tolpits Lane from
junction with Vicarage Road to Recommended as part of
the Ebury Way (NCN route 6) quiet route network

W11c

Cycle access to Croxley
Link – part 3
Watford

Scheme developed
Opportunity to provide link from
in response to
existing cycle network to Croxley Link identified
proposed station at Ascot Road
opportunity

Cycle link on Ascot Road from
junction with A412 to Ascot
Recommended as part of
Road station (location TBC).
quiet route network

W12

Watford inner ring road
(Exchange
Road/Beechen Grove)
(Watford)
Watford

Look into building safer links across
the road for cyclists, and make the
ring road cyclist friendly - especially
for movements to the west.

Engineering/cycle lane
Not recommended at this
interventions, especially to the time due to identified
west.
deliverability issues

W11a

W11b
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Scheme
number

Location

W13

Hempstead Road
(Watford)

W14

St. Albans Road
(Watford)

W15

W16

St. Albans Road
(Watford)

St. Albans Road
(Watford)

District

Issues and Opportunities

Source

Scheme

Commentary

Watford

Difficult cycling conditions and safety
concerns. Hempstead Road is a key
cycle route and has potential for
Scheme developed
infrastructure and safety
in response to
improvements.
identified issue

Redistribute road space to
cycle lanes, improve access to
underpass to access town
centre from road/ potential
contra flow lane and Toucan
upgrade to access directly.
Segregated cycle route to West Recommended as lower
Herts College to be provided. cost scheme

Watford

Opportunities for improvements along Scheme developed
this key route (from A412 junction
in response to
with A405 to Balmoral Road junction) identified issue

Implement continuous on road Recommended as core
cycle lane on A41.
route (Proforma 2)

Watford

Opportunities for improvements along
this key route (Balmoral Road junction
to junction with Leavesden Road).
Currently a very difficult stretch of
road for cyclists, narrow road widths
frequently congested with traffic.
Accident hot spot for cyclists do to the Scheme developed
hostile nature of this stretch of road in response to
for cyclists.
identified issue

Implement continuous on road
cycle lane on A41 in difficult
and constrained area. Will
need an innovative solution
which may require the removal
of some on-street parking, or
potentially peak hour only
Recommended as core
lanes.
route (Proforma 2)

Watford

Opportunities for cycle infrastructure
improvements along this key route
Scheme developed
(Leavesden Road junction to junction in response to
with A411).
identified issue

Implement continuous on road
cycle lane on A41. Take
account of plans for Watford Recommended as core
Junction station.
route (Proforma 2)
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Scheme
number

Location

W17

W18

W19

W20

Appendix C

Issues and Opportunities

Source

Regent and Cecil Street
(off St. Albans Road)
and possibly Judge
Street (Watford)
Watford

Used as rat runs, should be blocked
and turned into cul-de-sac, with
cyclist/pedestrian access (as with
Victoria Road).

Scheme developed
in response to
identified issue

St. Albans Road junction
with Balmoral Road
(Watford)
Watford

Gyratory currently very difficult for
cyclist manoeuvres to the right also
potential to improve cycle signage and Watford Cycle
legibility.
Strategy

St. Albans Road Dome
roundabout (Watford)

District

Watford

St. Albans Road junction
with A405 (Garston)
Watford

Potential to improve right turn and
access to superstore for cyclists.

Scheme developed
in response to
identified issue

Key junction for cyclists going from
Abbots Langley/Woodside - already
some cyclist infrastructure provided
but more on-road space could be
allocated to cyclists. Very wide
junction with lots of road space which Scheme developed
can be daunting for cyclists crossing
in response to
just before amber phase.
identified issue

Scheme

Commentary

Road blocking/cycle plugs

Not recommended as part
of this study due to
identified deliverability
issues

Engineering/road reallocation Cyclist right turn, ASLs on
other signals with feeder lanes Recommended as core
if possible.
route (Proforma 2)
Cycle lane and contraflow
cycle lane right into Asda down
past Asda petrol station, then
allow toucan access onto A41,
both giving access to
superstore and mitigating right
turn on roundabout. Cyclist
improvements to roundabout Recommended as core
arms.
route (Proforma 2)
Space allocation/junction
design A wide cycle lane could
traverse this junction, this
would encourage the cyclist to
take the correct position
across the road, as well as
advertising to other road users
Recommended as core
that cyclists do use this
route (Proforma 2)
junction and maybe slower

Summary Report

Scheme
number

Location

District

Issues and Opportunities

Source

Scheme

Commentary

than other traffic to cross.
Cyclist warning signs at signals
on A405 would emphasise this.

Leavesden
Road/Gammons Lane
(Watford)

Watford

Scheme developed
in response to
identified issue

Speed reduction along
route/potential contraflow
cycle lane from St Albans Road
to Ashby Road. Signage on the
Leggatts Way if funding
Recommended as core
permits.
route

W22

Abbots Langley Watford link

Opportunity to improve link between
Abbots Langley and Watford as current Scheme developed
Watford/Thre cycle provision is poor. Horseshoe Lane in response to
e Rivers
also identified as a Hazardous Site.
identified issue

Improve access via College
Recommended as core
Lane/Horseshoe/St Albans Rd. route (Proforma 6)

W23

Abbots Langley- Watford
Watford
link

W21

Current cycle safety issue observed
due to speed of vehicles.

Opportunity to improve link between
Abbots Langley and Watford as current Watford Cycle
cycle provision is poor.
Strategy

Potential off road route from
Horseshoe lane through leisure Possible longer term
area to cinema/bowling venues scheme
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Scheme
number

W24

W25

W26

Appendix C

Location

Scheme

Commentary

Watford

Already good connection from Watford Scheme developed
Junction via Clarendon Road to
in response to
Centre, but no signage provided.
identified issue

Improve signage, improve exit
from station for cyclists
wanting to go to town centre.
Feeder lane and ASLs to be
examined at junction of
Clarendon Rd and Ring Road.

Recommended as
improvement to town
centre permeability
(Proforma 4). Will need
to be compatible with
recommendations of
Watford Cultural Study.

Watford Junction
Station to Watford
Centre link via
Clarendon Rd and
Beechen Grove Junction Watford

Potential to provide alternative route,
and also connection from north to
Watford centre via Woodford rd,
Queen's Rd, The Broadway (or Loates Scheme developed
Lane) then under Beechen Grove to
in response to
Watford Centre via underpass.
identified issue

Recommended as
improvement to town
Potential cycle contraflow lane centre permeability
on Woodford Rd from Watford (Proforma 4). Will need
Junction station. Would need to be compatible with
to allow cyclist access to
recommendations of
underpass.
Watford Cultural Study.

Scheme developed
Opportunity to improve cycle
in response to
facilities, especially through subways. identified issue

Wide paths - may be suitable
for shared usage. Also assess
the cycle usage of the subway.
Possible longer term
£25-30k of funding available
for improvements.
scheme

Watford Junction
Station to Watford
Centre link via
Woodford Rd, Queens
Rd and The Broadway

Cow Lane (Watford)

District

Watford

Issues and Opportunities

Source

Summary Report

Scheme
number

Location

District

Issues and Opportunities

Source

Scheme

Commentary

Currently excellent access to Watford
Town Centre via underpass from the
south. However, cyclist movements
further north are restricted due to
significant roundabout (Rickmansworth
Road/Beechen Grove.) with no cyclist West Watford
facilities.
Transport Plan

Off road link from recently
completed off road cycle lane
from Rickmansworth rd to
underpass, continuing along
verge, toucan crossing over
roundabout arms, following
shared use path and then
joining Malden Road before
merging with main road further Recommended as core
up.
route (Proforma 2)

W28

Market Street - Eastern
access to Town Centre
(Watford)
Watford

The ring road creates a barrier for
cyclists travelling into the town centre Watford Cycle
from the west.
Strategy

Market Street identified as
potential key cycle access to
Town Centre. Route could be
improved through a
combination of cycle lanes,
ASLs and upgrade of existing
crossing facilities.

W29

Dome Roundabout to
Woodmere Avenue
(Watford)

Speed of traffic, central reservations
and gradient make environment
difficult for cyclists

Scheme developed
in response to
identified issue

Very large road with
significant roadside verges,
potential to use this width for This scheme has been
cycle lanes
replaced by Scheme 2b.

W30

St Albans Road Retail
(between Leavesden
Road and Balmoral Road
(Watford)
Watford

Scheme developed
in response to
identified issue

Will need an innovative
solution which may require the
removal of some on-street
parking or potentially peak
This scheme has been
hour only lanes.
replaced by Scheme 15b.

W27

Off road link to North
(Watford)

Watford

Watford

This is a very difficult stretch of road
for cyclists, with narrow road widths
frequently congested with traffic.

Recommended as
improvement to town
centre permeability
(Proforma 1)
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Scheme
number

W31

W32

TR1

Appendix C

Location

Access to Grand Union
Canal from Hempstead
Road(A411) and
Neighbourhoods
(crossing to footpath)
(Watford)

District

Watford

Aldenham Road (From
roundabout junction of
Bushey Grove Road,
Woodlands Road and
Aldenham Road to A411) Watford

Issues and Opportunities

Source

Scheme

Commentary

Very difficult to cross Hempstead Road
(major) and currently designated cycle
path leads to canal from Hempstead
Road but is in very poor repair and
Scheme developed
access is difficult. School lies just off in response to
Hempstead Road (minor).
identified issue

A toucan crossing Hempstead
Road (main) from Hempstead
Road (minor) to access canal
would both improve access for
neighbourhood/school/pedestri
ans but also cyclists. Toucan
would provide many benefits Possible longer term
and link communities.
scheme

Potential to link existing scheme which
runs down the B462 from the A41 to
the core network at the A411. A gap in Scheme developed
the network between Woodlands
in response to
Road/Bushey Grove Road.
identified issue

Improve cyclist conditions
along this stretch of road.
Potential interventions include
adding in cycle symbols and
reducing the speed of traffic.
Depending on carriageway
widths, a cycle lane on the
uphill gradient would improve
cyclist safety.

Cycle route crossing the
Opportunity to improve the crossing
A41 (to Gypsy Lane)
for cyclists and provide some
Three Rivers additional signage.
(Kings Langley)

Scheme developed
in response to
identified issue

Scheme would link key
aspects of the proposed
cycle network and
improve cyclist
permeability.

Engineering to make crossing
easier, widen central
reservation for both cyclists
and pedestrians. Add signs to
warn traffic of potential
cyclist/pedestrian crossing.
Resurfacing of existing off road Possible longer term
route.
scheme

Summary Report

Scheme
number

Location

District

TR2

Chorleywood Station
parking (Chorleywood)

Opportunity to provide additional
Three Rivers cycle parking in front of station.

TR3

Aspiration to provide route
across Chorleywood Common
Chorleywood - to Berry
Currently difficult to cycle between
Scheme developed between Old Common Road
Lane link via Station
two settlements, choice of either fast, in response to gap in junction ith Station Approach
Approach and
narrow rural route or main road
current cycle
and Berry Lane. Links with
Chorleywood Common Three Rivers (Rickmansworth)
network
scheme TR4

TR4

–Berry Lane to
Rickmansworth link – via
Valley Road, The Drive
and Nightingale Road. Three Rivers

TR5

Rickmansworth Centre
(Rickmansworth)

Issues and Opportunities

Source

Scheme

Commentary

Scheme developed
in response to
identified issue

Add in 6 Sheffield stands to
north side, and 4 to southern
platform.

Recommended as lower
cost scheme

Currently difficult to cycle between
two settlements, choice of either fast,
narrow rural route or main road
West Watford
(Rickmansworth)
Transport Plan

Rickmansworth centre currently not
cycle friendly, with extremely narrow
cycle lanes in places (40cm), one way
streets and busy on street parking
areas. Difficult to reach
Rickmansworth train station or depart
from it to the town centre.
Scheme developed
Opportunity to improve road surface in response to
Three Rivers which is currently poor.
identified issue

Possible longer term
scheme.

Provision of link between Berry
Lane and Rickmansworth to
provide alternative to using
Chorleywood Road. Links with Possible longer term
scheme TR3.
scheme
Would need a suit of
interventions to help cyclists
traverse Rickmansworth.
Would be useful to have a
route through Rickmansworth
from Ebury roundabout to Park
Road roundabout continuing to
Scots Hill. Innovative re-design
would be needed.

Recommended as
improvement to town
centre permeability
(Proforma 7)
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Scheme
number

Location

District

Source

Scheme

TR6

Rickmansworth cycle
signage
(Rickmansworth)

Opportunity to improve signage to
Ebury Way as current provision is not
Three Rivers clear enough.

Scheme developed
in response to
identified issue

Improve signage from
Recommended as lower
Rickmansworth to Ebury Way. cost scheme (Proforma 7)

TR7

Main road link from Uxbridge Road to
Croxley Green continuing to Watford
A412 Watford to Croxley
centre is difficult for cyclists as little
Green station
Three Rivers cycle infrastructure provided.

Scheme developed
in response to
identified issue

Improve cyclist facilities
between Watford and Croxley Possible longer term
Green
scheme (Proforma 8)

TR8

Main road link from Uxbridge Road to
Croxley Green continuing to Watford
A412 Rickmansworth to
centre is difficult for cyclists as little
Croxley Green Station Three Rivers cycle infrastructure provided.

Scheme developed
in response to
identified issue

Improve cyclist facilities
between Rickmansworth and
Croxley Green

Recommended as
improvement to town
centre permeability
(Proforma 8)

Scheme developed
in response to
identified issue

Potential separate link
between Ebury Roundabout
and Park Road going through
Rickmansworth, this would
need a contraflow but would
bypass A412 bypass on easier
to traverse route.

Recommended as
improvement to town
centre permeability
(Proforma 7)

TR9

Appendix C

Rickmansworth Centre
Link (Rickmansworth)

Issues and Opportunities

Opportunity to improve difficult
cycling conditions around
Three Rivers Rickmansworth on A412.

Commentary

Summary Report

Scheme
number

Location

District

Issues and Opportunities

Source

Scheme

Scheme developed
in response to
identified issue

Improve cycle lanes but may
not be possible to provide
continuous provision. Link with
quiet road route via Swiss
Avenue. Connect with
underpass to Watford centre.
Sign alternative route via Swiss
Avenue. Provide link to
Metropolitan Line station from
Rickmansworth Rd. Provide
ASLs and feeder lanes on
junction with St Albans Rd near
station. Copthorne Road is a
possible through route permission required from
residents. Extend existing
cycle lane on both sides of
Possible longer term
road to Rickmansworth.
scheme

TR10

Poor cycle link between Croxley
Green/Rickmansworth to Watford
Rickmansworth -Watford
centre. Frequently congested road.
Centre alternative links
Potential for alternative (less direct)
(Rickmansworth)
Three Rivers route.

TR11

Opportunity to extend existing cycle Scheme developed
St Clement Danes School
route from St Clement Dane's School to in response to
to Rickmansworth
Three Rivers Rickmansworth.
identified issue

Existing cycle route from St
Clement Dane's School to
Chorleywood - extend to
Rickmansworth

Commentary

Possible longer term
scheme
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Scheme
number

Location

TR12

Chorleywood Station to
St Clement Danes School
– route via St Clement
Danes cycle path, Green
Opportunity to extend existing cycle Scheme developed
Street and Station
route from St Clement Dane's School to in response to
Approach
Three Rivers Chorleywood.
identified issue

Existing cycle route from St
Clement Dane's School to
Chorleywood - provide missing Possible longer term
link to Rickmansworth station scheme

TR13

Abbots Langley - Croxley
Green link via Gypsy
Lane, footpath and
Grand Union Canal
Towpath
Three Rivers

Improve access, currently fragmented
and in places dangerous link via canal
(Gypsy Lane, Hempstead Rd) Possible Scheme developed
link with TR14 and link with South Way in response to
facilities.
identified issue

Possible longer term
scheme. Feasibility work
has already been
Widen traffic island and
undertaken on some
provide short section of off
route options by
road route to improve safety of HCC/TRDC. Further
A41 crossing. Improve
investigation required to
maintenance and signage on
determine most suitable
Gypsy Lane.
route.

TR14

Scheme consists of two routes – one
via the Grand Union Canal towpath
from Hunton Bridge to M25 and a
second from Hunton Bridge to The
Grove via Langlebury Lane. This would
link with the existing bridleway from
Hunton Bridge link to
Scheme developed
Home Farm/Langlebury Lane to
existing bridleways and
Sheepcote Spring. Possible link with
in response to
Three Rivers TR13.
The Grove
identified issue

Possible longer term
scheme. Feasibility work
has already been
undertaken on some
route options by
HCC/TRDC. Further
investigation required to
determine most suitable
route.

Appendix C

District

Issues and Opportunities

Source

Scheme

Surface quality and signage
along canal route would need
improving.

Commentary

Summary Report

Scheme
number

Location

District

TR15

Issues and Opportunities

Source

Scheme

Commentary

Abbots Langley Centre

Only one cycle parking stand, limited
Three Rivers access for cycling

Scheme developed
in response to
identified issue

Increase cycle parking.

Recommended as lower
cost scheme

TR16

Rickmansworth Road
link

Poor cycle link between Croxley
Green/Rickmansworth to Watford
Three Rivers centre.

West Watford
Transport Plan

Implement full cycle lane,
connecting with underpass to
Watford centre

Possible longer term
scheme

TR17

Link from Springwell
Lane to Field Way
(Rickmansworth)

A412 is currently busy and additional Scheme developed
cycle provision would help to improve in response to
Three Rivers connectivity to Ebury Way.
identified issue

Provision of signed route on
A412 between Springwell Lane Possible longer term
and Field Way.
scheme

TR18

Link from A412 to
Riverside Drive via
Aquadrome and
Frogmore Lane and
Harfield Rd
(Rickmansworth)

A412 is currently busy and provision of
an off-road route would help to
Scheme developed
improve connectivity to Ebury Way and in response to
Three Rivers to other core routes.
identified issue

Off-road route between A412
and Riverside Drive. Link this
path with the Ebury Way via
Aquadrome

TR19

Improve access to Kings
Langley station via
Station Rd (Kings
Langley)
Three Rivers

TR20

Opportunity to improve access to Kings
Improve access to Kings
Langley station which is currently
Scheme developed
Langley station via
restricted due to road under
in response to
Footpath (Kings Langley) Three Rivers motorway.
identified issue

Opportunity to improve access to Kings
Langley station which is currently
Scheme developed
restricted due to road under
in response to
motorway.
identified issue

Possible longer term
scheme

Cyclist/pedestrian
improvements along Station
Possible longer term
Road to Kings Langley Station. scheme

Potential bridleway access
from Abbots Road

Possible longer term
scheme
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Scheme
number

TR21

TR22

Location

High Elms Lane –
Woodside Road to Off
Road route

High Elms Lane – Off
Road route to A405
North Orbital Rd

District

Opportunity to provide missing link
between Parmiters School and the
existing cycle network in Abbot's
Three Rivers Langley.

Opportunity to provide missing link
between Parmiters School and the
existing cycle network in Abbot's
Three Rivers Langley.

Junction of Metropolitan
Station Approach,
TR23
Hagden Lane and
Watford
(Watford) Rickmansworth Road.

Appendix C

Issues and Opportunities

Source

Scheme

Scheme developed
in response to
identified issue

Partially on road/off road
segregated link between
Woodside Road/East Lane
junction alongside High Elms
Lane to Parmiters School. Also
provide onward link between
Parmiters and the North
Possible longer term
Orbital Road.
scheme

Scheme developed
in response to
identified issue

Partially on road/off road
segregated link between
Woodside Road/East Lane
junction alongside High Elms
Lane to Parmiters School. Also
provide onward link between
Parmiters and the North
Possible longer term
Orbital Road.
scheme

Key link between the Metropolitan
Station which is to be closed, and the
new stations along the Croxley Rail
Link. Improving crossing facilities at
Scheme developed
this junction will improve cyclist
movements between the old and new in response to
stations.
identified issue

Commentary

Scheme to improve junction
for cyclists, including ASLs and
feeder lanes on Metropolitan
Station Approach and Hagden Scheme could be included
Lane to support cyclist
within the new station
movements.
developments.

Summary Report

Scheme
number

H1

H2

H3

Location

District

Alternative route from
Bushey to Watford
(avoiding A411) (Bushey) Hertsmere

High Road, Sparrows
Herne, High Street,
London Road to junction
of Windmill Lane and
High Road (A411 Bushey
to Watford)
Hertsmere

Quiet road alternative
to A411 (Bushey)
Attenborough’s Fields
via Haydon Rd to Merry
Hertsmere
Hill via footpath

Issues and Opportunities

Source

Scheme

Commentary

Scheme developed
This route would provide a longer but in response to
quieter route to Watford town centre identified issue

Use an alternative route (less
direct) on quieter streets to
Watford centre, missing Bushey
arches/difficult south
Possible longer term
entrance. Potential for an
scheme. Further liaison
additional link via path to
with Hertsmere Parks
Bushey. Add ASL at the
Team is required on this
junction before tunnel; into
scheme together with
Watford. Quiet road route via investigation to
Falconer Rd, Coldharbour Lane determine the most
and Catsey Lane
suitable route.

Current issues of gradient, speed of
vehicles, many 'pinch points' where
central reservations have been put in
create very difficult cycling conditions Scheme developed
on a route that would be ideal for
in response to
commuter cyclists
identified issue

Reduce speed and add in cycle
lanes both ways. Create an
advisory cycle route between
Bushey and Watford Centre.
Also sign alternative route on
footway. Link with proposal for
Oxhey Bridge and conversion of Possible longer term
permissive path to cycling.
scheme

Opportunity to provide a quiet road
route alternative to A413

Scheme developed
in response to
identified issue

Link Merry Hill Road with the
end of Haydon Road/Cross
Road

Possible longer term
scheme. Further liaison
with Hertsmere Parks
Team is required on this
scheme together with
investigation to
determine the most
suitable route.
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Scheme
number

H4

H5
H6

Appendix C

Location

District

Quiet road alternative
to A411 (Bushey) Fields
End Close to bridleway Hertsmere

Quiet road alternative
to A411 (Bushey) Fields
End Close to Merry Hill
Rd via footpath
Hertsmere
Quiet road alternative
to A411 – via Merry
Hill Road

Hertsmere

Issues and Opportunities

Opportunity to provide a quiet road
route alternative to A412

Opportunity to provide a quiet road
route alternative to A411
Opportunity to provide a quiet road
route alternative to A411

Source

Scheme

Scheme developed
in response to
identified issue

Possible longer term
scheme. Further liaison
with Hertsmere Parks
Team is required on this
scheme together with
Develop signed route linking
investigation to
Upper Paddock Rd to Merry Hill determine the most
Road.
suitable route.

Scheme developed
in response to
identified issue

Possible longer term
scheme. Further liaison
with Hertsmere Parks
Team is required on this
scheme together with
Develop signed off-road route investigation to
linking Fields End Close and
determine the most
the existing bridleway.
suitable route.

Scheme
developed in
response to
identified issue
and opportunity

Develop signed on road route
linking London Road/High
Street and Sparrows Herne
via Merry Hill Road.

Commentary

Possible longer term
scheme. Further liaison
with Hertsmere Parks
Team is required on
this scheme together
with investigation to
determine the most
suitable route.

Summary Report

Scheme
number

C1

Location

Moor Park

District

Watford

Issues and Opportunities

Improve links to Moor Park and
facilities for cyclists at the station.

Source

Scheme

Commentary

Consultation

Link Moor Park into the
network, including links into
Rickmansworth: This will
Will be added to the
include a crossing of the A4145
Hertfordshire-wide
Moor Park station: Add cycle
ranking list of future
parking
schemes.

C2

Maple Cross

Three
Rivers

Potential to improve connectivity

Consultation

Existing path linking service
road by A412 to Old
Uxbridge Road - improve &
convert to shared use.

Will be added to the
Hertfordshire-wide
ranking list of future
schemes

C3

Abbots Langley to
Bedmond Road

Three
Rivers

Provide an alternative to busy road
for cyclists.

Consultation

Consider converting
pavement to shared use
path.

Will be added to the
Hertfordshire-wide
ranking list of future
schemes
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D1

BIKEABILITY LEVEL OUTCOMES
Level 1 modules
I

Bicycle check – The trainee is taught to check their own bike but each bike is
also signed off by the instructor.

I

Equipment check – Those wearing helmets are taught how to adjust them and
there is a discussion of safety equipment and what to wear.

I

Getting on and off and starting and stopping in a circle.

I

Cycle in a straight line turn and return.

I

Further steering and control exercises can be incorporated if needed.

I

Emergency stop exercise with the swerve exercise added in when the group is
stopping effectively.

I

Cycle in a straight line and look behind. The instructor holds up a number of
fingers and the trainee tells the instructor how many they saw.

I

Cycling in a straight line and signal direction of turn (assess both left and right).

I

Whole group cycles in a circle to practise using different gears.

I

Further control exercises if time permits, figure of 8 or slow cycle race.

Level 2 modules
I

Starting and finishing an on-road journey.

I

Understand where to ride on roads being used (Outcomes 1 to 3 will be taught
as a single drill).

I

Be aware of everything around them, including behind as they ride.

I

Make a u-turn (While not an essential outcome, introduction of the u-turn at
this point can facilitate faster learning throughout the remainder of the course)
(Outcomes 4 and 5 can also be taught in a single drill).

I

Break – and if appropriate change location.

I

Pass parked or slower moving vehicles.

I

Pass side roads.

I

If time permits turn left into a minor road.

I

Understand how and when to signal intentions to other road users.

I

Turn left into a minor road.

I

Turn left into a major road.

I

Turn right from a minor to a major road.

I

Turn right from a major to a minor road.
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I

If possible all manoeuvres at a crossroads should be included first, followed by
those at a mini-roundabout.

I

Riding in pairs.

I

Optional group riding, if not included before.

Level 3 modules

Appendix D

I

How to use roundabouts.

I

An understanding of filtering and an ability to decide when to filter and when
to wait.

I

How to use junctions controlled by traffic lights.

I

How to use multi lane roads and turn of or onto them.

I

How to use both on and off road cycle facilities.

I

Hazard perception and strategy to deal with hazards.

I

Understanding of route planning.
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E1

FULL RESULTS OF SCHEME RANKING
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F1

CYCLE PARKING PROPOSALS
Location

Proposals

Abbots Langley

Abbots Langley town centre currently only has one cycle stand; there is plenty of space on the footway to add additional parking
throughout. It is advised to add at least 5 more cycle stands (Sheffield) in the centre. These should be distributed evenly in the
town centre.

Woodside

Retail Centre off Arundell Road currently has 3 toast rack stands. An additional 3 Sheffield stands should be provided to improve
quality and quantity of parking.
Retail/Office centre off Haines Way should include a sheltered group of 5-8 Sheffield stands in the car park.

Garston

Cow Lane offices and retail needs cycle shelter and provision of 10-12 Sheffield stands within car park (unless these are provided
by offices out of sight).

North Watford

Investigate Greycaine Road office/industrial estate cycle parking, potential for estate shared cycle parking
Improve level and type of cycle parking at Watford North station. Provision of 10 Sheffield stands recommended.
Remove current cycle parking at Watford North Library and replace with 5-10 Sheffield stands
Increase numbers of Sheffield stands along St. Albans Road between Dome Roundabout and Balmoral Road junction.
Investigate Imperial Way/Colonial Way industrial estate for potential estate shared cycle parking. Provision of 5-10 Sheffield stands
recommended.

West Watford

Cassiobury Park should have some cycle parking at entrances, especially at the car park off Gade Avenue. The park has numerous
events and activities running and cycling to the park should be promoted.
If Watford Underground station stays open, replace all out of date cycle parking (wheel holding stands) with 20 Sheffield Stands.
Substantially increase and improve cycle parking at Vicarage Road Stadium and adjoining industrial estate.
Investigate potential Greenhill Crescent office estate joint cycle parking scheme.
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Location

Proposals
Add 5-10 Sheffield stands at Tolpits Lane retail

East Watford

Increase cycle parking at Watford Museum from 1 (used to be 2 but one seems to have broken) to 5 Sheffield Stands.
Investigate an increase in shared sheltered cycle parking at retail park to south of Watford for both shoppers and workers.

Central Watford

Improve cycle parking along Clarendon Road (offices)

Rickmansworth/
Croxley Green/
Chorleywood

Significant cycle parking improvements and increases at Croxley Green Station current provision is very poor and of poor quality.
Advise 10 or more Sheffield Stands.
Rickmansworth Station cycle parking needs to be increased (doubled) however current cycle parking is of good quality.
Increase numbers of cycle stands along High Street in Rickmansworth.
Substantial increase in cycle parking along Uxbridge Road retail centre (currently none visible).
Increase number of cycle stands available at Chorley Wood centre and at Chorleywood station

South Oxhey/
Carpenters Park

Increase/improve cycle parking at Carpenters Park office estate/Community Hall on Delta Gain.
Increase cycle parking at St. Andrews Road pedestrianised zone.
Add cycle parking at retail centre at Hallows Crescent.

Bushey

Increase numbers of cycle parking down A411, especially at Sparrows Herne (retail area) and Bushey Library.
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